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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY {#sec1-1}
=================

Asthma is defined as a chronic inflammatory disorder of the airways which manifests itself as recurrent episodes of wheezing, breathlessness, chest tightness and cough. It is characterized by bronchial hyper-responsiveness and variable airflow obstruction, that is often reversible either spontaneously or with treatment. The prevalence of asthma in India is about 2%, and asthma is responsible for significant morbidity. In India, the estimated cost of asthma treatment per year for the year 2015 has been calculated at about 139.45 billion Indian rupees.

1. When should a diagnosis of asthma be considered? {#sec2-1}
---------------------------------------------------

A clinical diagnosis of asthma should be suspected in the presence of recurrent/episodic wheezing, breathlessness, cough, and/or chest tightness with no alternative explanation for these symptoms. (1A)None of the symptoms and signs are specific for asthma. (UPP)Absence of signs and symptoms at the time of presentation does not rule out the presence of asthma. (1A)

2. What is the role of spirometry in the diagnosis of asthma? {#sec2-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Wherever available, spirometry is recommended for all patients suspected to have asthma for confirming diagnosis (3A), assessing severity of airflow limitation (1A) and monitoring asthma control. (2A)A normal spirometry does not rule out asthma. (1A)The ratio of forced expiratory volume in the first second (FEV1) to forced vital capacity (FVC) below the lower limit of normal (lower 5th percentile of values from reference population) should be preferentially used as the criterion to diagnose airflow obstruction. (1A)When reference equations for lower limit of normal are not available a fixed cut off of FEV~1~/FVC \<0.75 for older subjects and \<0.8 for younger individuals may be used to diagnose airflow obstruction. (UPP)

3. What is the role of reversibility testing in asthma? {#sec2-3}
-------------------------------------------------------

Bronchodilator reversibility is a useful investigation in the diagnostic workup for asthma and is recommended if spirometry demonstrates presence of airflow limitation. (2A)If spirometry is not available, bronchodilator reversibility may be assessed with peak expiratory flow (PEF) meters. (3B)Presence of bronchodilator reversibility is neither diagnostic of asthma nor its absence rules out asthma. (1A)

4. What is the role of PEF monitoring in asthma? {#sec2-4}
------------------------------------------------

PEF measurements should not be used interchangeably with FEV~1~ measurements. (1A)Self-monitoring of PEF by patients is recommended for better asthma control. (1A)

5. Do bronchoprovocative tests help in the diagnosis and management of asthma? {#sec2-5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bronchoprovocative testing is not recommended as a routine test in the diagnosis of asthma. (1A)Methacholine challenge can be used to exclude asthma as a differential especially when spirometry is normal. (2A)Tests for bronchial hyper-responsiveness are to be performed in specialized centers only. (UPP)

6. What is the role of chest radiography in asthma? {#sec2-6}
---------------------------------------------------

Chest radiograph is not routinely recommended for patients suspected to have asthma. (2A)A chest radiograph in a stable asthmatic may be considered when alternate diagnosis or complication of asthma is suspected. (UPP)

7. What is the role of non-invasive markers of inflammation in asthma management? {#sec2-7}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quantification of eosinophil count in sputum (\<2% normal, \>2% suggestive of eosinophilic inflammation) can guide inhaled corticosteroid (ICS) therapy, thereby reducing the risk of exacerbations in adults with moderate to severe asthma. (2A)Measuring the exhaled breath fractional nitric oxide (FENO) is not recommended routinely in the management of asthma. (2A)

8. What is the role of testing the allergic status of an asthmatic patient? {#sec2-8}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tests for allergic status by measurement of total IgE, specific IgE to various environmental allergens, and skin prick tests are not recommended routinely for the diagnosis or management of asthma. (UPP)These tests may however be done in specialized centers when specific triggers are suspected. (UPP)

9. How to categorize the severity of stable asthma? {#sec2-9}
---------------------------------------------------

We do not recommend classifying asthma based on severity of asthma.

10. How to assess asthma control during follow up? {#sec2-10}
--------------------------------------------------

Asthma control should be classified as adequate or inadequate based on day time symptoms (or rescue medication use), night time symptoms/awakening, limitation of activities and pulmonary function (PEF, FEV~1~ %) as described in the Table below.

###### 

Level of current asthma control (over the preceding 4 weeks)
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11. What is the role of inhaled corticosteroids (ICSs) in asthma? {#sec2-11}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

ICSs are the controller medication of choice for management of stable asthma. (1A)All the ICSs are equally efficacious when used in equipotent doses. (1A)Most of the clinical benefit from ICS is obtained at low to moderate doses. Only a minority of patients benefit from increasing the dose beyond this. (1A)ICS should be started at low to moderate dose (depending on the severity of symptoms at presentation) and used at lowest possible dose required. (1A)High-dose ICS use should preferably be avoided to decrease the risk of side effects, both local and systemic. (1A)We recommend the use of valved holding chambers/spacers whenever using moderate to high-dose ICS. (UPP)

12. What is the role of long-acting beta-2 agonists (LABA) in stable asthma? {#sec2-12}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

LABA monotherapy should not be used in the management of stable asthma. (1A)Addition of LABA to ICS is the preferred choice when symptoms are uncontrolled despite ICS monotherapy in moderate doses. (1A)

13. What is the role of leukotriene receptor antagonists (LTRAs) in stable asthma? {#sec2-13}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Monotherapy with LTRA is inferior to monotherapy with ICS. (1A)Monotherapy with LTRA might be an alternative to ICS in patients with mild asthma if they are unwilling to use ICS or if they are not suitable for ICS therapy. (1B)As add-on to ICS, LTRAs are inferior to LABA. (1A)Addition of LTRA might be beneficial in patients whose asthma remain uncontrolled despite the ICS/LABA combination. (2B)

14. What is the role of long-acting anti-muscarinic agent tiotropium in the management of stable asthma? {#sec2-14}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tiotropium may be used as add-on therapy if asthma remains uncontrolled despite moderate-to-high-dose ICS and LABA combination therapy. (1A)

15. What is the role of long-acting methylxanthines in the management of stable asthma? {#sec2-15}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Methylxanthine monotherapy is inferior to ICS monotherapy. (1A)When stepping up from ICS monotherapy, addition of methylxanthine to ICS is as effective as doubling the dose of ICS (1A) but inferior to the ICS/LABA combination. (2A)Methylxanthines may be used as an add-on therapy in patients who remain uncontrolled on a moderate to high ICS/LABA combination. (2B)Whenever used as an add-on to ICS, we recommend using low dose (200-400 mg/day) sustained release formulations of theophylline. (UPP)

16. What is the role of short-acting beta-2 agonists (SABAs) in stable asthma? {#sec2-16}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SABA is the agent of choice for rescue medication in asthma. (UPP)Short-acting muscarinic antagonist (SAMA) is a less preferred alternative/add-on to SABA as reliever medication. (UPP)Formoterol monotherapy as a reliever should be avoided due to safety concerns with the use of LABA monotherapy. (1A)Oral beta-agonists should not be used as rescue medications.(UPP)

17. What is the role of using a single inhaler for maintenance and reliever therapy? {#sec2-17}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We prefer the use of single inhaler therapy (SiT) using an ICS/LABA combination (formoterol-based) as both maintenance and reliever medication whenever feasible (steps 3-5, as described below). (1A)

###### 

Proposed strategy for the management of asthma in the Indian setting
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18. What should be the strategy for management of stable asthma in the Indian context? {#sec2-18}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We recommend a five-step approach for the management of stable asthma with an aim to achieve and maintain asthma control as shown in the Table below.

19. How is the severity of an asthma attack assessed? {#sec2-19}
-----------------------------------------------------

The classification of acute asthma exacerbation and the site of management of an acute attack is shown in the Table below.

###### 

Assessment of the severity of acute asthma exacerbation
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20. How should patients with an acute exacerbation of asthma be evaluated? {#sec2-20}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Oxygen saturation should be measured by pulse oximetry in all patients presenting with an acute attack of asthma. (UPP)Non-severe exacerbation does not require any investigation in most instances, except PEF and pulse oximetry. (UPP)Patient with a PEF less than 60% of predicted or personal best should be managed in the emergency department. (2A)Patients with a saturation of less than 92% should be managed in the emergency department or hospital ward and investigated further with an arterial blood gas analysis, if available. (2A)

21. What is the role of oxygen in the management of severe acute asthma? {#sec2-21}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Oxygen should be used only in hypoxemic patients. (1A)Oxygen should be titrated to maintain a SpO~2~ between 93% and 95% (\>95% in pregnancy). (1A)Lack of pulse oximetry/arterial blood analysis should not preclude administration of oxygen. (UPP)In patients in whom there is a need of oxygen \>8 L/min, PaCO~2~ should be closely monitored. (2A)

22. What is the role of bronchodilators in severe acute asthma? {#sec2-22}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Rapid-acting inhaled beta-2 agonists (salbutamol) are the bronchodilators of choice for managing acute exacerbation of asthma. (1A)Combination of ipratropium bromide with salbutamol produces better bronchodilation than either drug alone. Ipratropium (500 μg once then 250 μg q4-6 h) should be used in all patients with severe exacerbations of asthma. (1A)MDI with a spacer device is as effective as nebulizer in the management of acute asthma (1A). However, the dose required is higher with nebulizer with increased propensity for side-effects.In patients unable to use MDI with spacer, drugs can be delivered via a nebulizer. Once stabilized patient should be switched over to spacer from nebulizer. (UPP)Continuous (2.5 mg salbutamol every 15 min, or \>4 nebulization per hour) nebulization is better than intermittent (2.5 mg salbutamol every 20 min, or ≤3 nebulization per hour) nebulization of rapid-acting SABA (1A). The subsequent dose of nebulized salbutamol should be 2.5 mg every 2-4 h depending on the clinical response. (UPP)Levosalbutamol has similar efficacy and safety as compared to salbutamol in acute asthma, and has no additional benefit in the management of severe acute asthma. (1A)Formoterol confers no added advantage over salbutamol, hence it is not recommended for routine use in acute asthma. (1A)Parenteral beta-2 agonists and theophylline should not be used routinely as they do not confer any advantage over inhaled beta-2 agonists but are associated with increased adverse reactions (1A). However, they may be used in exceptional circumstances where inhaled medications are ineffective. (UPP)

23. What is the role of corticosteroids in management of severe acute asthma? {#sec2-23}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Systemic glucocorticoids should be used in all patients with severe acute asthma. (1A)Oral route is as effective as parenteral route except in very sick patients or those with contraindications to enteral feeding. (1A)Daily doses of glucocorticoids equivalent to 30-40 mg of prednisolone or equivalent (0.75 mg dexamethasone \~ 4 mg methylprednisolone \~ 5 mg prednisolone \~ 20 mg hydrocortisone) for 5-7 days are adequate in most patients. (1A)Systemic steroids can be stopped without tapering if given for less than 3 weeks. (1A)In non-severe exacerbations, patients should be initially managed with increase in dose of inhaled SABA (4-6 puffs of 100 μg salbutamol every 30 min). If there is no response in 1 h, oral prednisone 30-40 mg once a day for 5-7 days should be started. (UPP)ICSs do not provide any additional benefit when used along with systemic corticosteroids and ICSs are hence not recommended in acute asthma. (1A)The dose of inhaled steroids (in patients already on inhaled steroids) should be hiked up for 2-4 weeks at discharge from ED in addition to oral steroids. (2A)

24. What is the role of magnesium sulfate in the management of severe acute asthma? {#sec2-24}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There is no role of intravenous or inhaled magnesium sulfate in routine management of acute exacerbation of asthma. (1A)Intravenous magnesium sulfate as a single dose of 2 gm over 20 min may be used in exceptional situations in those with severe asthma not responding to a combination of inhaled beta-2 agonist, anticholinergic and systemic glucocorticoids. (UPP)

25. What is the role of leukotriene inhibitors in severe acute asthma? {#sec2-25}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Leukotriene modifiers have no role in the management of patients with acute asthma. (1A)

26. What is the role of antibiotics in management of severe acute asthma? {#sec2-26}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Antibiotics should not be routinely used in acute asthma except in demonstrable bacterial infection. (1A)

27. What is the role of noninvasive ventilation (NIV) in severe acute asthma? {#sec2-27}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

There is paucity of data on the role of NIV in acute asthma and hence it should be judiciously used in asthma exacerbation. (2B)

28. What is the role of heliox in the management of severe acute asthma? {#sec2-28}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Heliox should not be routinely used in treatment of acute asthma exacerbation. (1A)

29. What should be the strategy for management of acute exacerbation in the Indian context? {#sec2-29}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The first step is to decide the severity of the exacerbation, which guides the site for management of the exacerbation. Once the site has been identified, further management should be done as outlined in Table below.

30. What is the management of difficult-to-treat asthma? {#sec2-30}
--------------------------------------------------------

Patients with difficult-to-treat asthma are defined as those whose symptoms are inadequately controlled despite optimal step 4 therapy for a period of 1-3 months. (UPP)Patient compliance to drug adherence and inhaler technique should be checked at each visit. (UPP)In patients with difficult-to-treat asthma, the possibility of asthma mimics (vocal cord dysfunction, tracheal tumors, and others) should be considered. (UPP)Patients with difficult-to-treat asthma should also be evaluated for the presence of ABPA. (UPP)Smoking cessation should be advised for all asthmatics who are smokers. (UPP)Patients with difficult-to-treat asthma with features of associated comorbidities (like rhinitis, obesity, obstructive sleep apnea, and gastro-esophageal reflux disease) should be evaluated and treated accordingly. (UPP)Addition of oral corticosteroids for difficult-to-treat asthma should be considered only if the patient\'s symptoms remain uncontrolled despite maximal step 4 therapy. (UPP)When considered, oral corticosteroids should be used at the lowest possible dose for the shortest possible duration and patients should be simultaneously monitored for drug-related adverse effects. (UPP)

31. What is the role of anti-IgE in asthma? {#sec2-31}
-------------------------------------------

Omalizumab may be considered as an adjunctive therapy to ICS in patients with moderate to severe asthma who have elevated serum IgE levels and a positive skin test to at least one perennial aero-allergen. (1B)

###### 

Practical management of asthma exacerbations
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32. What is the role of bronchial thermoplasty in asthma? {#sec2-32}
---------------------------------------------------------

As of now, good quality evidence is lacking for recommending bronchial thermoplasty in the routine management of bronchial asthma. (2A)

33. What is the role of immunotherapy in asthma? {#sec2-33}
------------------------------------------------

Single allergen immunotherapy may provide a modest benefit to patients with mild-to-moderate asthma with demonstrable skin allergy to that antigen. (2B)Multiple allergen immunotherapy cannot be recommended at the moment based on currently available evidence. (2A)Immunotherapy carries the risk of severe reactions which can be life threatening. Therefore, it should be practiced only by well-trained personnel in centers experienced in performing the technique. (3A)Immunotherapy should not be used in patients with severe or poorly controlled asthma, and in patients with FEV~1~ \<70% because of significantly higher risk of fatal reactions. (3A)

34. What is the role of patient education in asthma? {#sec2-34}
----------------------------------------------------

Optimal self-management which involves a combination of patient education, self-monitoring, regular physician review, and self-management using a written asthma action plan is strongly recommended in the management of asthma. (1A)

35. What is the role of pulmonary rehabilitation in asthma? {#sec2-35}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Pulmonary rehabilitation therapy in asthmatics produces significant improvement in exercise capacity. (2A)Pulmonary rehabilitation therapy in asthmatics improves asthma symptoms and quality of life. (3A)

36. What is the role of vaccination in the prevention of asthma exacerbations? {#sec2-36}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Current evidence is insufficient to recommend influenza or pneumococcal vaccination routinely for patients with asthma. (3A)

37. What is the role of antibiotics in the prevention of asthma exacerbations? {#sec2-37}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Available evidence does not suggest a role for antibiotics in the prevention of asthma exacerbations. (2A)

38. How should asthma be managed during pregnancy? {#sec2-38}
--------------------------------------------------

Poorly controlled asthma and asthma exacerbations are associated with adverse pregnancy outcomes, while well-controlled asthma is associated with normal pregnancy outcomes. (2A)Most medications used for asthma have negligible effects on the fetus. (3A)Adequate asthma control in pregnancy should be attempted with routinely available asthma medications as in the non-pregnant state (including systemic steroids whenever indicated). (3A)Asthma during lactation should be managed similar to asthma during pregnancy. (3A)Caution should be exercised while using theophyllines during pregnancy and lactation. (3A)

39. How should exercise-induced asthma (EIA) be managed? {#sec2-39}
--------------------------------------------------------

Pretreatment with bronchodilator agents (SABA, SAMA, and LABA) as well as anti-inflammatory agents (LTRA but not ICS) is effective in attenuating the fall in FEV~1~ associated with EIA. (2A)Regular use of ICS or LTRAs is effective in prevention of exercise-induced bronchospasm. (2A)Regular use of LABA as prophylaxis for EIA should be avoided as long-term regular administration of LABA induces tolerance and may cause increase in adverse effects. (2A)

40. How should aspirin-induced asthma (AIA) be managed? {#sec2-40}
-------------------------------------------------------

Patients with AIA should avoid all NSAIDs which can inhibit the enzyme cyclo-oxygenase 1 (COX-1). (3A)COX-2 inhibitors can be safely used in patients with AIA. (3A)Patients with AIA can have cross-reactions to paracetamol (esp. in doses ≥1000 mg); however, these reactions tend to be mild. (3A)Aspirin desensitization may be useful in selected subjects with AIA. (3A)There is no sufficient evidence to suggest that the management of AIA should be different from that of allergic asthma apart from avoidance of NSAIDs. (UPP)

41. What are the recommendations for occupational asthma? {#sec2-41}
---------------------------------------------------------

Both removal of exposure and reduction of exposure improve symptoms of occupational asthma. Removal of exposure appears to be better than reduction of exposure. However, this should be considered against a background of increased risk of unemployment with the former. (2A)

A. INTRODUCTION {#sec1-2}
===============

Bronchial asthma is a common respiratory disorder with prevalence ranging from 1-18% in different populations. It is an important public health problem in India with significant morbidity. The prevalence of asthma in India is about 2% with a burden of about 17 million asthmatic patients. Thus, asthma imposes a tremendous burden on the healthcare system and society of India due to loss of productivity, especially due to the fact that young individuals in the most efficient phase of their life, are affected. Several international guidelines for diagnosis and management of asthma are available, however there is a need for country-specific guidelines due to vast differences in availability and affordability of healthcare facilities across the globe.

The two foremost societies of Respiratory Medicine in India namely the Indian Chest Society (ICS) and the National College of Chest Physicians (NCCP) of India have collaborated to develop evidence-based guidelines with an aim to assist physicians at all levels of healthcare in diagnosis and management of asthma in a scientific manner.

Besides a systematic review of literature, the Indian studies were specifically analyzed to arrive at simple and practical recommendations. The evidence is presented under these five headings: (a) definitions, epidemiology and impact, (b) diagnosis, (c) pharmacologic management of stable disease, (d) management of acute exacerbations, and (e) nonpharmacologic management and special situations.

B. METHODOLOGY {#sec1-3}
==============

The process of development of guidelines for diagnosis and management of patients of bronchial asthma in India was undertaken as a joint exercise of the two National Pulmonary Associations (Indian Chest Society and National College of Chest Physicians), by the Department of Pulmonary Medicine, Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research, Chandigarh. The committee constituted for this purpose included representatives from the two associations, as well as experts from other institutes and medical colleges, including those from disciplines of Internal Medicine, Microbiology, and Pharmacology.

For the development of guidelines, an extensive initial desk review was followed by a joint workshop. The review of literature was performed by searching the electronic databases (PubMed, EmBase, and Cochrane). The major international guidelines, including those available from the Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA), British Thoracic Society (BTS) and National Asthma Education and Prevention Program of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, were also reviewed.

The search was conducted under five subgroups (a) definitions, epidemiology and impact, (b) diagnosis, (c) pharmacologic management of stable disease, (d) management of acute exacerbations, and (e) nonpharmacologic management and special situations. Important questions were framed on the basis of discussions on issues with reference to the Indian context. Literature review and discussions in each area were coordinated by Group Chairs and recorded by rapporteurs. The available evidence as well as the questions were circulated to all the group members before the joint workshop. Discussions for grading of evidence and recommendations were held independently in five parallel group sessions, and thereafter together in the joint meeting of all the groups. Final decisions in the joint group were based on a consensus approach.

The modified GRADE system was used for classifying the quality of evidence as 1, 2, 3 or usual practice point (UPP) \[[Table 1](#T5){ref-type="table"}\].\[[@ref1]\] The strength of recommendation was graded as A or B depending upon the level of evidence \[[Table 1](#T5){ref-type="table"}\]. Grade A recommendations in the guidelines should be interpreted as "recommended" and the grade B recommendations as "suggested." While making a recommendation, the issues of practicality, costs, and feasibility in the country at different levels of healthcare were also taken into consideration.\[[@ref2]\]

###### 

Classification of level of evidence and grading of recommendation based on the quality of evidence supporting the recommendation
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The final document was reviewed by all the committee members, as well as by other external experts.

C. DEFINITION, EPIDEMIOLOGY AND RISK FACTORS {#sec1-4}
============================================

C1. What is the definition of asthma? {#sec2-42}
-------------------------------------

Asthma was first defined in 1959 as "a disease characterized by wide variation over short periods of time in resistance to flow in the airways of the lung."\[[@ref3]\] Several definitions have been laid down in different guidelines,\[[@ref4][@ref5][@ref6]\] but the most widely accepted definition is the one proposed by Global Initiative for asthma.\[[@ref5]\] This definition involves several components, which are difficult to establish in routine clinical practice, especially in a resource-limited country like India. Therefore, we recommend the following clinical definition of asthma: "Asthma is defined as a chronic inflammatory disorder of the airways which manifests itself as recurrent episodes of wheezing, breathlessness, chest tightness and cough. It is characterized by bronchial hyper-responsiveness and variable airflow obstruction, that is often reversible either spontaneously or with treatment."\[[@ref7]\]

C2. What is the prevalence of asthma? {#sec2-43}
-------------------------------------

Asthma is one of the most common chronic diseases worldwide. The global prevalence of asthma, using a definition of clinical asthma or treated asthma, is estimated to be about 4.5% (95% confidence intervals \[CI\], 4.4-4.6).\[[@ref8][@ref9][@ref10]\] Using this prevalence figure, there are about 315 million people estimated to be suffering from asthma worldwide. Using a less rigorous definition for diagnosis of asthma, the global prevalence is approximately 8.6% (95% CI, 8.5-8.7) with a burden of 623 million asthmatic patients.\[[@ref9]\] There has been an increase in prevalence of asthma over time, similar to other allergic disorders. Thus, an additional 100 million people worldwide are likely to develop asthma, by 2025.\[[@ref10]\]

In studies from several single centers, the prevalence of asthma in children in India ranged from 2.3% to 11.9% \[[Table 2](#T6){ref-type="table"}\],\[[@ref11][@ref12][@ref13][@ref14][@ref15][@ref16][@ref17]\] while the prevalence of asthma in adults varied from 0.96% to 11.03% \[[Table 3](#T7){ref-type="table"}\].\[[@ref18][@ref19][@ref20][@ref21][@ref22]\] The major drawback of these studies is the small sample size; hence, these results cannot be used for the estimation of nationwide prevalence. Studies in special groups have reported prevalence ranging from 5.8% in petrol pump workers to 14.8% in industrial workers.\[[@ref23][@ref24]\] One study using data from the third National Family Health Survey (NFHS 3) found the prevalence of self-reported asthma to be 1.9%.\[[@ref25]\] In a recently conducted World Health Survey, the prevalence of wheezing, clinical asthma and doctor-diagnosed asthma was 9.63%, 3.3% and 3.16%, respectively in Indian adults.\[[@ref9]\] The Indian Study on Epidemiology of Asthma, Respiratory Symptoms and Chronic Bronchitis (INSEARCH) in adults, which involved 16 centers across the country in two phases is the largest, prospective multicenter study on the prevalence of asthma in Indian adults.\[[@ref26][@ref27]\] The prevalence of asthma in adults reported in this study, using a validated International Union against Tuberculosis and Lung Diseases questionnaire, was 2.05%, with an estimated burden of 17.23 million.\[[@ref26][@ref27][@ref28]\] Currently, it is reasonable to accept a prevalence of asthma in India of at least 2% till systematic studies on physician-diagnosed asthma are available.

###### 

Prevalence of asthma in Indian children
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###### 

Single center studies from India reporting the population prevalence of asthma
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C3. What are the implications of asthma on morbidity and mortality? {#sec2-44}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Asthma is responsible for significant morbidity worldwide. It is the 25^th^ leading cause of disability adjusted life years (DALYs) lost per year accounting for an estimated 15 million DALYs lost (about 1% of all lost DALYs).\[[@ref10][@ref29]\] This is comparable to other common diseases like diabetes mellitus and schizophrenia. Asthma accounts for 1 of 250 deaths worldwide, however most of these deaths are preventable with appropriate management.\[[@ref10]\] No data is available from India on mortality and morbidity.

C4. What is the economic impact of asthma? {#sec2-45}
------------------------------------------

In Europe, the estimated direct costs of asthma treatment are about 17.7 billion Euros every year while the indirect cost due to loss of productivity is about 9.8 billion Euros annually.\[[@ref30]\] Similarly in the United States, the total additional cost of asthma to society was 56 billion dollars, with loss of productivity due to morbidity accounting for 3.8 billion dollars and productivity losses due to mortality amounting to 2.1 billion dollars.\[[@ref31]\]

In India, the estimated cost of asthma treatment per year for the year 2015 has been calculated at about 139.45 billion Indian rupees (approximately 2.3 billion US dollars). Interestingly, it has been deduced that this cost is likely to come down to about 48.5 billion Indian rupees if all asthmatics receive treatment according to evidence-based guidelines.\[[@ref32]\] It is noteworthy that this estimate does not include the indirect costs of asthma.\[[@ref32]\]

C5. What are the risk factors for asthma? {#sec2-46}
-----------------------------------------

Several factors have been found to have a strong association with development of asthma and are considered as risk factors. However, no cause and effect relationship has been established for any of the etiological factors and development of asthma.

### I. Non-modifiable risk factors {#sec3-1}

Age and gender: In two multicentre studies from India, the prevalence of asthma increased with advancing age. However, this association is likely the result of mathematic coupling of age rather than a true risk factor. Female gender has consistently been associated with higher prevalence of asthma in adults.\[[@ref25][@ref26][@ref27]\] In children, slight male predominance has been reported,\[[@ref11]\] which is consistent with reports worldwide.Atopy: Atopy is production of abnormal amounts of IgE antibodies in response to common environmental allergens. A history of atopy is the strongest risk factor for development of asthma with an adjusted odds ratio of 12.3 (95% CI, 11.1-13.7).\[[@ref26]\]Family history of asthma and/or atopy: A family history of atopy and/or asthma is strongly associated with development of asthma.\[[@ref33]\] In INSEARCH I and II, the adjusted OR for asthma in those with family history of asthma was 6.1 (95% CI, 5.4-6.9) and 8.8 (95% CI, 8.1-9.6), respectively.\[[@ref26][@ref27]\]Genetic risk factors: Several genetic factors have been implicated in different studies, however no cause and effect relation has been established.\[[@ref34]\] Genome-wide association studies have identified a locus on chromosome 17q12-21 as a risk factor for childhood-onset asthma, but not for atopy or adult-onset asthma.\[[@ref35]\] Studies from India have described polymorphism in different genes such as GSTM 1, GSTT 1, MBL2 and others,\[[@ref36][@ref37][@ref38][@ref39][@ref40][@ref41][@ref42][@ref43]\] to be associated with asthma. However, there are no systematic genome-wide association studies on asthma from the Indian subcontinent.

### II. Modifiable risk factors {#sec3-2}

Tobacco smoke: The association between tobacco smoke exposure and asthma has been established in numerous studies.\[[@ref44][@ref45][@ref46][@ref47]\] Several studies from India, both in children and adults, have consistently reported higher prevalence of asthma in those exposed to tobacco smoke, both active and passive.\[[@ref25][@ref26]\] Dose--response relationship has been reported for both active and passive/environmental (ETS) tobacco smoke exposure suggesting causal relationship.\[[@ref44][@ref48][@ref49]\] In fact, tertiary smoking defined as fetus exposed to tobacco smoke as a consequence of mother being exposed to ETS has also been reported to increase the risk of development of asthma.\[[@ref50]\]Tobacco smoke exposure not only increases risk of asthma but also affects the course of asthma, for example, by increasing the risk of acute exacerbations.Biomass exposure: Indoor air pollution due to combustion of solid fuels for cooking and heating has been shown to significantly increase the risk of asthma.\[[@ref16][@ref27][@ref51][@ref52][@ref53][@ref54][@ref55]\] In the INSEARCH study, the odds of having asthma in those with exposure to biomass combustion were 1.3-1.6.\[[@ref27]\]Infections: Respiratory viral infections early in life, especially those due to respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) and para-influenza virus, have been associated with increased incidence of asthma.\[[@ref56][@ref57]\] In a long-term follow-up study, as many as 40% of RSV-infected infants have been reported to develop asthma,\[[@ref56]\] although there has been no reported effect of respiratory viral infections on asthma in adults.\[[@ref58]\] On the other hand, the "hygiene hypothesis" of asthma is based on the assumption that recurrent infections early in life modulate the immune system to a non-allergic pathway, thereby decreasing the risk of asthma and other allergic diseases.\[[@ref59]\] At present, the evidence regarding infections and asthma is conflicting and clear conclusions are not possible.Occupational exposures: More than 300 substances have been reported to predispose to occupational asthma.\[[@ref60]\] Data from India is limited and the prevalence reported in industrial workers is slightly higher than that in general population.\[[@ref23][@ref24]\]Formula feed and cow milk in infancy: Duration of exclusive breast-feeding is inversely associated with incidence of wheezing in childhood and atopic asthma in later life. On the contrary, infants fed with formula feed (cow milk or soy protein) have been reported to have a higher incidence of wheezing illnesses in early childhood.\[[@ref61][@ref62]\]Diet: A history of perceived worsening of asthma in relation to dietary items is fairly common among Indian asthmatics ranging from 60% to 90%.\[[@ref63]\] However, the skin prick test (SPT)-proven sensitization is seen in only a small fraction ranging from 1.7% for black gram to 6.2% for rice. Moreover, confirmation by re-challenge is positive only in 1.7%,\[[@ref64][@ref65][@ref66]\] and hence the exact relationship between diet and asthma remains unclear.Obesity: Asthma is more common in obese individuals especially those with body mass index (BMI) \>30 kg/m^2^, with a clear dose--response relationship.\[[@ref67]\] Obese patients also have multiple co-morbidities making treatment of asthma difficult.\[[@ref68][@ref69]\]

C6. What are the triggers for asthma? {#sec2-47}
-------------------------------------

Several factors have been known to precipitate asthma symptoms including cold air, extreme emotional arousal, physical exercise, aspirin and other NSAIDs, beta-blockers, indoor allergens (house dust mites in bedding, carpets and stuffed furniture, pet dander), outdoor allergens (especially molds and pollen), tobacco smoke, chemical irritants in the workplace and air pollution.\[[@ref70]\]

C7. What are the factors protective against asthma? {#sec2-48}
---------------------------------------------------

Some studies suggest exclusive breast feeding,\[[@ref14]\] regular intake of fruits and green leafy vegetables,\[[@ref14][@ref25]\] to have protective role against asthma. Similarly, one study from India suggested a protective role of Bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG) vaccination, however others found negligible benefit.\[[@ref71]\]

D. DIAGNOSIS OF ASTHMA {#sec1-5}
======================

D1. When should a diagnosis of asthma be considered? {#sec2-49}
----------------------------------------------------

The diagnosis of asthma remains largely clinical due to the absence of a gold standard. The classical symptoms of asthma (wheezing, breathlessness, cough, and chest tightness) tend to be variable, seasonal, recurrent and/or nocturnal. Cough may be the only manifestation of asthma (cough variant asthma). None of these symptoms are however specific for the diagnosis of asthma, and patients may be completely asymptomatic at the time of initial evaluation. Presence of atopy, family history of asthma in a first degree relative, and/or symptomatic worsening after exposure to non-specific triggers support a diagnosis of asthma. Physical examination further helps in the diagnosis, and in exclusion of asthma mimics \[[Table 4](#T8){ref-type="table"}\]. The presence of expiratory polyphonic wheeze is a typical finding, and hyperinflated chest may suggest long-standing disease. However, respiratory system examination may be completely normal when performed during an asymptomatic period. Tachycardia, tachypnea, use of accessory muscles of respiration suggest an asthma exacerbation. Patients may present *de novo* with an exacerbation. When the exacerbation is very severe, marked airflow limitation and air trapping may result in a 'silent chest' accompanied by signs of respiratory failure.

###### 

Clinical features favoring a diagnosis of asthma
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### Recommendations {#sec3-3}

A clinical diagnosis of asthma should be suspected in the presence of recurrent/episodic wheezing, breathlessness, cough, and/or chest tightness with no alternative explanation for these symptoms. (1A)None of the symptoms and signs are specific for asthma. (UPP)Absence of signs and symptoms at the time of presentation does not rule out the presence of asthma. (1A)

D2. What are the differential diagnoses of asthma? {#sec2-50}
--------------------------------------------------

Many clinical conditions can either mimic or coexist with asthma.\[[@ref72]\] The differential diagnosis of asthma broadly includes disorders causing chronic cough, wheezing and/or airflow limitation on spirometry.\[[@ref7][@ref73]\]

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a common condition that mimics asthma and may sometimes co-exist with it. A meticulous clinical history is important in differentiating asthma from COPD. COPD predominantly afflicts older adults with significant exposure to risk factors, particularly smoking and biomass fuel exposure.\[[@ref74]\] Asthmatic patients worsen in response to certain triggers, but generally return to their normal baseline status over a short period (and may even become asymptomatic). On the other hand, symptoms of cough, wheeze and breathlessness in COPD patients are likely to persist even between periods of symptomatic worsening. Symptom-based questionnaires aimed at differentiating asthma from COPD found that increasing age, greater tobacco exposure, worsening cough, and persistent sputum production were all significant predictors for diagnosing COPD.\[[@ref75]\] Though classically described as having fixed obstruction on spirometry, reversibility and airway hyper responsiveness may occasionally be noted in COPD as well. It may be difficult to distinguish these two entities in some patients, and in a minor proportion both diseases may coexist, the so-called "asthma-COPD overlap syndrome" (ACOS).\[[@ref76]\]

Disorders such as tuberculosis and bronchiectasis should be considered in patients having hemoptysis, chest pain and/or constitutional symptoms of fever and weight loss. In any patient presenting with cough and expectoration for more than 2 weeks, tuberculosis should be considered and relevant investigations such as sputum smear examination for acid-fast bacilli and chest radiography should be performed. This is particularly important in India where the burden of tuberculosis is still high.\[[@ref7]\] Presence of focal signs on chest examination should raise a suspicion of pneumonia, tuberculosis or bronchiectasis, which may occur in an asthmatic as well.

Gastro-esophageal reflux disease (GERD) is another important consideration that apart from mimicking asthma can also cause poor asthma control.\[[@ref77]\] Presence of stridor, localized monophonic wheeze may suggest an intrathoracic or extrathoracic airway obstruction from a variety of causes (such as foreign body aspiration or benign/malignant airway tumors).\[[@ref78]\] Cystic fibrosis sometimes mimics asthma, and presence of features suggestive of chronic malnutrition, failure to thrive and diarrhea in a young individual point toward this diagnosis. Early morning/nocturnal cough with wheezing and chest tightness is typical of asthma. However, chronic nocturnal cough may also be a feature of upper airway cough syndrome.\[[@ref79]\]

Spirometry would however be normal in upper airway cough syndrome. Cardiac failure and tropical eosinophilia are other causes of nocturnal cough. The chronic cough syndromes are particularly difficult to distinguish from cough variant asthma. Cough variant asthma may sometimes precede typical asthma and is associated with BHR and airway eosinophilia. Chronic cough can also be drug-induced (as with angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors used for hypertension).\[[@ref79]\]

Paradoxical vocal cord motion, also known as vocal cord dysfunction, is an important asthma mimic, which may also coexist with asthma. Vocal cord dysfunction should be suspected when patients fail to demonstrate adequate control despite high doses of bronchodilators and ICS. Hyper-responsiveness of larynx to various intrinsic and extrinsic triggers possibly results in vocal cord dysfunction. The diagnosis can be confirmed on video-laryngoscopy.\[[@ref80]\] In some reports, up to 50% of individuals with vocal cord dysfunction had asthma as well.\[[@ref81]\]

In a real world scenario, a therapeutic trial is warranted in patients in whom the diagnosis of asthma is highly likely. If the response to treatment (documented by improvement in clinical symptoms and preferably lung function) is good, it is continued. However, if the diagnosis remains uncertain after initial clinical evaluation, spirometry should be performed to look for airflow obstruction. Further differential diagnosis need to be considered based on the presence or absence of airflow obstruction \[[Table 5](#T9){ref-type="table"}\].\[[@ref73]\]

###### 

Differential diagnosis of asthma based on presence or absence of airflow obstruction on spirometry
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D3. What is the role of spirometry in the diagnosis of asthma? {#sec2-51}
--------------------------------------------------------------

A normal spirometry does not exclude asthma however the demonstration of obstruction and/or bronchodilator reversibility supports a clinical diagnosis of asthma. Wherever feasible, a clinical diagnosis of asthma should be supported by demonstration of variability of airway obstruction on pulmonary function testing over a period, even if not demonstrated at a point.\[[@ref76]\] Therefore, pulmonary function testing by spirometry should be used in diagnosis, classification and severity assessment of asthma.\[[@ref4][@ref76]\] Even asymptomatic asthmatics may have a reduction in FEV~1~ and this reduction is more severe in individuals with severe disease. Patients with long-standing asthma, as well as elderly, are in particular poor perceivers, in whom the role of pulmonary function is even more important.\[[@ref82][@ref83]\] In a population study, only 34% of individuals with reduced FEV~1~ and symptoms suggestive of asthma sought medical attention, and among these 21% were missed by clinicians.\[[@ref84]\]

Since spirometry is an effort-dependent procedure, it should be performed according to standard guidelines.\[[@ref85][@ref86]\] The ratio of forced expiratory volume in first second to the forced vital capacity (FEV~1~/FVC) should be calculated, and a reduced value interpreted as evidence of airflow limitation. The threshold for this purpose is not clearly defined. A FEV~1~/FVC ratio below 0.75-0.80 (arbitrary cut-off) is often used to diagnose airflow obstruction in adults.\[[@ref87]\] However, this might underestimate and overestimate obstruction in the young and the elderly, respectively.\[[@ref88]\] It appears more appropriate to statistically define lower limits of normality for FEV~1~, FVC and FEV~1~/FVC ratio using regression equations derived from healthy individuals from various geographical locations (e.g. lower fifth percentile of values from reference population). Such reference equations for Indian population are available.\[[@ref89][@ref90][@ref91][@ref92][@ref93][@ref94]\] Severity of airflow limitation can be quantified by expressing FEV~1~ as a percentage of its predicted value (FEV~1~ %). FEV~1~ % is an important factor determining risk of exacerbations and long-term outcome in asthmatics.\[[@ref95][@ref96]\]

Caution needs to be exercised to avoid spread of infection through spirometry testing. If any patient is suspected to have pulmonary tuberculosis, it is prudent to obtain sputum smear for acid-fast bacilli before subjecting him/her to lung function testing.

### Recommendations {#sec3-4}

Wherever available, spirometry is recommended for all patients suspected to have asthma for confirming diagnosis (3A), assessing severity of airflow limitation (1A) and monitoring asthma control. (2A)A normal spirometry does not rule out asthma. (1A)The ratio of forced expiratory volume in the first second (FEV~1~) to forced vital capacity (FVC) below the lower limit of normal (lower fifth percentile of values from reference population) should be preferentially used as the criterion to diagnose airflow obstruction. (1A)When reference equations for lower limit of normal are not available a fixed cut off of FEV~1~/FVC \<0.75 for older subjects and \<0.8 for younger individuals may be used to diagnose airflow obstruction. (UPP)

D4. What is the role of reversibility testing in asthma? {#sec2-52}
--------------------------------------------------------

Variability and reversibility are two important characteristics of asthma. Variability is the change in lung function or symptoms with time, whether diurnal or seasonal, and such history favors a diagnosis of asthma. Variability in lung function demonstrated from time to time is also indicative of asthma, and should preferably be documented in all patients. Demonstration of bronchodilator reversibility on spirometry also favors the diagnosis of bronchial asthma. This can be easily done after performing baseline spirometry, by administering 400 μg of inhaled salbutamol (or equivalent) and repeating the test after 15-20 minutes. An improvement in FEV~1~ and~/~ or FVC of at least 12% and 200 mL compared to the baseline value indicates a positive bronchodilator response.\[[@ref85]\] Despite its usefulness, a lack of bronchodilator reversibility does not rule out the presence of asthma. If spirometry is not available, PEF meters may be used for this purpose, although it is less sensitive and specific.\[[@ref97]\]

When spirometry is not available, response to bronchodilator can be assessed using peak expiratory flow (PEF) measurements. An increase in baseline peak expiratory flow by 60 L/min (and/or 20%) following inhalation of 400 μg of salbutamol or equivalent is considered a positive bronchodilator response.\[[@ref76]\] In one study, a post-bronchodilator increase in PEF ≥60 L/min correlated with an absolute increase in FEV~1~ of \>190 mL and FEV~1~ % predicted of \> 9%.\[[@ref98]\] Although changes in PEF following bronchodilator administration correlates with changes in FEV~1~, the sensitivity is poor.\[[@ref99]\] Hence, demonstration of airway obstruction as well as bronchodilator reversibility is preferably done with spirometry.

### Recommendations {#sec3-5}

Bronchodilator reversibility is a useful investigation in the diagnostic workup for asthma and is recommended if spirometry demonstrates presence of airflow limitation. (2A)If spirometry is not available, bronchodilator reversibility may be assessed with PEF meters. (3B)Presence of bronchodilator reversibility is neither diagnostic of asthma nor its absence rules out asthma. (1A)

D5. What is the role of PEF monitoring in asthma? {#sec2-53}
-------------------------------------------------

Peak expiratory flow varies with race, height, age of the patients, and has a wide "normal" range.\[[@ref100][@ref101][@ref102]\] Although a normal value of PEF cannot be assigned, it is possible for an individual patient to determine his/her normal or best PEF. Therefore, it is useful in individual patients to monitor asthma control, and the patient\'s personal best PEF appears to be a better comparator than the predicted PEF.\[[@ref103]\] Peak expiratory flow measurements are available for different populations and can be used for monitoring in case personal best is not available.\[[@ref104][@ref105][@ref106][@ref107]\] PEF measurements are known to be affected by the technique and the equipment by which it is measured, and thus proper instructions and training are essential for the patient.\[[@ref108][@ref109]\] PEF measurements have been used in the past as a surrogate to FEV~1~ measurements, but the correlation between them is poor and hence they should not be used interchangeably.\[[@ref110][@ref111][@ref112][@ref113]\]

Peak expiratory flow is known to exhibit a circadian rhythm and this variability is exaggerated in individuals with bronchial hyper-reactivity.\[[@ref114]\] Diurnal PEF variability can be calculated using the amplitude percent mean method (difference between maximum and minimum PEF of the day expressed as a percentage of mean PEF). When done daily, this can help patients recognize when the disease control starts getting poor. A diurnal variation in PEF more than 20% is suggestive of poor control of bronchial asthma.\[[@ref115][@ref116][@ref117]\] The optimum number of daily measurements required to document PEF variability is also not clear.\[[@ref118]\] Alternatively, PEF can be monitored once daily by taking this measurement first thing in the morning (before taking any drugs) and comparing the reading to a known personal best.\[[@ref76][@ref119]\] If PEF falls below 80% of personal best, it is suggestive of inadequate disease control.

### Recommendations {#sec3-6}

PEF measurements should not be used interchangeably with FEV~1~ measurements. (1A)Self-monitoring of PEF by patients is recommended for better asthma control. (1A)

D6. Do bronchoprovocative tests help in the diagnosis and management of asthma? {#sec2-54}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Excessive narrowing of the airway in response to a physical or chemical stimulus is called bronchial hyper-responsiveness (BHR). It is common in asthmatics, but even apparently healthy individuals may sometimes demonstrate airway hyper-responsiveness.\[[@ref120]\] BHR may occur as a transient phenomenon in viral upper respiratory infections or may be persistent in few conditions like sarcoidosis.\[[@ref121]\] Hence, the specificity of this test in the diagnosis of asthma is poor.

Bronchoprovocative tests can be performed using either direct or indirect stimuli. Pharmacologic agents active on bronchial smooth muscles (e.g., methacholine) are direct stimulants. On the other hand, indirect stimuli (like exercise) cause release of biological mediators such as histamine and prostaglandins, which in turn constrict the airway. The bronchoprovocative test results are expressed as the provocative dose of the agonist required to cause a 20% fall in FEV~1~.\[[@ref76]\] A methacholine challenge test may be helpful in excluding asthma objectively, owing to its high sensitivity even at low doses.\[[@ref122]\] Clinical asthma is unlikely when methacholine challenge at a dose of 16 mg/mL does not produce a 20% fall in FEV~1~.\[[@ref123][@ref124]\] In patients with normal chest radiograph, clinical examination and spirometry, methacholine challenge test had the highest sensitivity to diagnose asthma (85.7%) when compared with PEF variability, blood and sputum eosinophil counts.\[[@ref125]\] However, a negative methacholine challenge test alone may under-diagnose asthma, particularly in exercise-induced bronchoconstriction that may precede typical bronchial asthma.\[[@ref126][@ref127]\] The test has a significant risk of precipitating an acute attack of asthma, and is therefore performed only at a few laboratories with experienced personnel and sufficient facilities for resuscitation. Studies comparing clinical questionnaires with BHR have reported higher sensitivity with former compared to latter; however, the use of BHR led to a greater specificity (97%) compared to questionnaire alone (90%).\[[@ref128][@ref129]\]

### Recommendations {#sec3-7}

Bronchoprovocative testing is not recommended as a routine test in the diagnosis of asthma. (1A)Methacholine challenge can be used to exclude asthma as a differential especially when spirometry is normal. (2A)Tests for bronchial hyper-responsiveness are to be performed in specialized centers only. (UPP)

D7. What is the role of chest radiography in asthma? {#sec2-55}
----------------------------------------------------

There is no role for routine chest radiography in a newly diagnosed patient of asthma. A chest radiograph may be warranted when additional complications like allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis (ABPA), or an alternative diagnosis like tuberculosis, are under consideration.\[[@ref130][@ref131]\] A study done in children with newly diagnosed asthma found that 85% of them had a normal chest radiograph, and even among those with abnormal findings, the abnormalities were transient.\[[@ref132][@ref133]\] Presence of increased bronchovascular markings and low diaphragm are few features noted in asthmatics more commonly than normal individuals. However, these do not differentiate asthma from other pulmonary disorders.\[[@ref134]\] Other imaging modalities like CT, single-photon emission computerized tomography and positron emission tomography are being investigated to understand the pathophysiologic and anatomic abnormalities in asthmatics.\[[@ref135]\] Currently they have no role in the routine diagnosis or management of asthma.

### Recommendations {#sec3-8}

Chest radiograph is not routinely recommended for patients suspected to have asthma. (2A)A chest radiograph in a stable asthmatic may be considered when alternate diagnosis or complication of asthma is suspected. (UPP)

D8. What is the role of non-invasive markers of inflammation in asthma management? {#sec2-56}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Assessment of airway inflammation may have therapeutic implications in asthma as it is a chronic inflammatory disease of the airways. Endo-bronchial biopsy may enable identification of the nature of inflammation and subsequent modification of therapy; however, it is an invasive procedure.\[[@ref136]\] Various non-invasive markers of inflammation have been investigated in the last decade. These include sputum differential cytology, exhaled breath pH and nitric oxide, exhaled breath proteins (like IL-6, IL-8), and serum proteins (like eosinophilic cationic protein, adiponectin, and periostin).\[[@ref137][@ref138][@ref139]\] Two of these markers, fractional exhaled nitric oxide (FE~NO~) and sputum differential eosinophil count (also called sputum inflammometry) have shown some promise.\[[@ref140][@ref141]\] Both reflect eosinophilic airway inflammation and in turn corticosteroid responsiveness.

For sputum inflammometry, sputum (either spontaneously produced or induced with 3% saline) is processed as per the recommendations of the working group of European Respiratory Society.\[[@ref142][@ref143]\] Differential cell count is reported as the percentage of total non-squamous cells (after a minimum of 400 non-squamous cells are counted).\[[@ref144]\] Induced sputum from healthy volunteers predominantly contains macrophages and neutrophils, whereas eosinophils constituted only a small proportion (0.6 ± 0.8%).\[[@ref145]\] In asthmatics, the sputum eosinophil count may be elevated up to 50% or more. Sputum eosinophil count of \> 1% showed sensitivity and specificity of 72% and 80%, respectively for diagnosis of asthma.\[[@ref146]\] A meta-analysis of three trials concluded that sputum eosinophil count-guided therapy significantly reduced number of exacerbations as compared with symptom-based tailoring of therapy.\[[@ref147]\] Quantification of eosinophil count in sputum can guide ICS therapy, thereby reducing the risk of exacerbations in adults with moderate to severe asthma.\[[@ref148]\]

Nitric oxide (NO) exhibits physiological effects of vasodilation, bronchodilation and immune enhancement at low concentrations, and acts as an inflammatory agent at higher concentrations.\[[@ref149][@ref150][@ref151]\] NO levels are elevated in exhaled breath of asthmatics,\[[@ref152][@ref153]\] more specifically in a subset of patients with eosinophilic inflammation.\[[@ref154]\] The non-invasive nature of the test and its repeatability has made FE~NO~ a potentially useful investigation in asthma management. However, the test is not freely available, and a reference value for FE~NO~ is difficult to establish owing to the variations noted with age, gender, smoking status, use of anti-inflammatory medications and measurement techniques.\[[@ref155]\] In general, FE~NO~ \<25 parts per billion (ppb) is suggestive of non-eosinophilic inflammation unlikely to be steroid responsive. FE~NO~ \>50 ppb is more suggestive of eosinophilic airway inflammation and steroid responsiveness.\[[@ref155]\] A systematic review of trials comparing FE~NO~-guided and symptom-guided therapy concluded that the former had only moderate benefit in improving asthma outcomes.\[[@ref156]\] Also, the number of exacerbations in adults did not differ significantly whether the treatment was FE~NO~ guided or symptom guided.\[[@ref147]\] Therefore, measurement of FE~NO~ is not routinely recommended for diagnosis or management of asthma.

### Recommendations {#sec3-9}

Quantification of eosinophil count in sputum (\<2% normal, \>2% suggestive of eosinophilic inflammation) can guide ICS therapy, thereby reducing the risk of exacerbations in adults with moderate to severe asthma. (2A)Measuring the exhaled breath FENO is not recommended routinely in the management of asthma. (2A)

D9. What is the role of testing the allergic status of an asthmatic patient? {#sec2-57}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Asthma has been traditionally classified as atopic and non-atopic. In the last decade, asthma has also been categorized based on clinical features into various phenotypes by using statistical approaches and cluster analysis.\[[@ref157][@ref158][@ref159]\] These phenotypes have varying degrees of association with atopy. Studies in the pediatric population suggest strong evidence demonstrating the relationship between asthma severity and atopy.\[[@ref160][@ref161][@ref162]\] However, in adult asthmatics, atopy although prevalent need not correlate with disease severity.\[[@ref163][@ref164]\] Tests for determining allergic status (skin prick tests, total and antigen specific IgE) are not useful for all patients with asthma as the presence of a positive test neither confirms presence of allergy nor proves causality. Therefore, these tests may be performed only when specific allergy is suspected such as allergic aspergillosis,\[[@ref165]\] and specific treatment is contemplated (as discussed in section E).

### Recommendations {#sec3-10}

Tests for allergic status by measurement of total IgE, specific IgE to various environmental allergens, and skin prick tests are not recommended routinely for the diagnosis or management of asthma. (UPP)These tests may however be done in specialized centers when specific triggers are suspected. (UPP)

D10. How to categorize the severity of stable asthma? {#sec2-58}
-----------------------------------------------------

Asthma severity could mean the severity of airway obstruction, severity of symptoms or the disease severity off-treatment. A classification of asthma severity, widely used earlier, was based on the pre-treatment disease characteristics. A similar classification was adopted in the previous Indian guidelines on asthma.\[[@ref7]\] This classification was originally meant for treatment naïve patients. However, clinicians in practice as well as various researchers began using this scheme also for patients already on treatment.\[[@ref166]\] For patients already on treatment, asthma control rather than severity, should be assessed. Asthma control and severity are not synonymous. Severity means the intrinsic intensity of the illness, while control reflects the extent to which the symptoms can be controlled with treatment. The confusion between the two arises primarily because both severity and control classifications employ the same parameters while assessing a patient. Moreover, severity classification has major drawbacks. For instance, a patient having severe asthma at presentation may improve with the initial treatment given and may remain well controlled for years with low-intensity treatment alone. On the other hand, patients who had mild asthma at presentation may remain poorly controlled if he/she is not compliant with therapy or there are other environmental triggers precluding good control. Therefore, the classification based on severity at presentation is neither able to predict the response to treatment nor the long-term prognosis as to how the disease will behave in future. The current approach is to classify asthma based on control irrespective of the effects of treatment.\[[@ref167]\]

### Recommendations {#sec3-11}

We do not recommend classifying asthma based on severity of asthma.

D11. How to assess asthma control during follow up? {#sec2-59}
---------------------------------------------------

The GINA guidelines classify asthma into well controlled, not controlled and partially controlled based on four parameters: Presence of day-time symptoms, nocturnal awakening due to symptoms, the need for rescue medications and limitation of activities. Lung function is used for assessment of future risk. These parameters are assessed during every visit usually at intervals of 1-3 months. There seems to be little use of three-tier classification as the treatment option remains the same for asthma that is either partly controlled or uncontrolled. Hence, we propose a modified scheme wherein asthma will be categorized as either adequately controlled or inadequately controlled by assessing four parameters---day time symptoms (or rescue medication use), night-time symptoms/awakening, limitation of activities, and lung function (PEF, FEV~1~ %) \[[Table 6](#T10){ref-type="table"}\].

###### 

Level of current asthma control (over the preceding 4 weeks)
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Asthma control includes both the level of current control and assessment of future risk. Assessment of future risk includes evaluation of the propensity for exacerbations, decline in lung function and treatment-related side effects. These should also be evaluated along with the assessment of current control. Poor clinical control, frequent exacerbations, critical care admissions, requirement of high dose of therapy to achieve adequate control, non-compliance with treatment, tobacco smoking, and rapid decline in FEV~1~ are some poor prognostic features.\[[@ref76]\]

### Recommendations {#sec3-12}

Asthma control should be classified as adequate or inadequate based on day time symptoms (or rescue medication use), night time symptoms/awakening, limitation of activities and pulmonary function (PEF, FEV~1~ %) as described in [Table 6](#T10){ref-type="table"}. The assessment of asthma control includes current status as well as future risk.

E. MANAGEMENT OF STABLE ASTHMA {#sec1-6}
==============================

E1. What are the goals for the management of stable asthma? {#sec2-60}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The goals of asthma management include relief of patient\'s current symptoms and prevention of further disease progression \[[Table 7](#T11){ref-type="table"}\]. The aim should be to achieve a level of asthma control, which would enable the individual to carry out all his activities (day to day, occupational and recreational) without any functional impairment. It is also important to prevent exacerbations and avoid any side-effects, which might arise from the medications used for treatment.

###### 

Goals of management of stable asthma (adapted from GINA guidelines)
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E2. What are the drugs available for the treatment of stable asthma? {#sec2-61}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The drugs available for management of asthma can be divided into two broad categories---controller medications and reliever medications \[[Table 8](#T12){ref-type="table"}\]. Controller medications need to be taken regularly (irrespective of symptoms) and are primarily meant to prevent and control symptoms, reduce airway inflammation and/or decrease the risk of exacerbations. These include anti-inflammatory drugs (ICSs, leukotriene antagonists, mast cell stabilizers) and long-acting bronchodilators. On the other hand, reliever medications (also known as rescue medications) are fast-acting bronchodilators that are taken as and when needed to relieve the acute symptoms. There is no role of antihistamines, expectorants or mucolytics in the routine management of asthma.

###### 

Commonly used drugs and their doses for management of stable asthma
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E3. What are the benefits and current role of ICSs for management of stable asthma? {#sec2-62}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ICSs are the cornerstone in management of stable asthma.\[[@ref7][@ref76][@ref168][@ref169]\] They suppress airway inflammation, which is the root cause of asthma symptoms. Four different Cochrane reviews published over the last decade have concluded that budesonide, beclomethasone, fluticasone and ciclesonide are clearly superior to placebo at all doses, and significantly improve lung function, symptom scores and quality of life, as well as decrease the risk of exacerbations and need for reliever medications.\[[@ref170][@ref171][@ref172][@ref173]\]

Inhaled steroids have also been shown to be superior to other controller medicines. The SOCS trial (Salmeterol or Corticosteroids Study) showed that ICS monotherapy is superior to long-acting beta-agonist (LABA) monotherapy and patients well controlled on ICS cannot be switched to LABA monotherapy without losing asthma control.\[[@ref174]\] A Cochrane review comparing ICS monotherapy to LTRAs concluded that ICS monotherapy is superior to LTRA monotherapy in decreasing asthma exacerbations, daytime and nocturnal symptoms and rescue medication use, as well as improving quality of life, lung function and patient satisfaction.\[[@ref175]\] Several randomized-controlled trials (RCTs) comparing oral methylxanthine therapy (theophylline) with ICS monotherapy concluded that the latter was clearly superior.\[[@ref176][@ref177][@ref178][@ref179][@ref180][@ref181]\] Thus, ICS are the first-choice controller medication in the management of stable asthma.

E4. What is the optimal dose of ICS to be used? Is any ICS preferred over others in the management of asthma? {#sec2-63}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several formulations of ICS are currently available in India \[[Table 9](#T13){ref-type="table"}\], and their corresponding equipotent doses when using a hydro-fluoro-alkane (HFA)-based inhaler (adapted from GINA guidelines) are also listed \[[Table 9](#T13){ref-type="table"}\].\[[@ref76]\]

###### 

Commonly available inhaled corticosteroids and their equipotent doses (in μg)
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Inhaled steroids have a narrow therapeutic index.\[[@ref182]\] Most clinical benefits are achieved at low doses, and increasing the ICS dose beyond the medium-dose range \[[Table 9](#T13){ref-type="table"}\] generally increases adverse effects without necessarily increasing clinical efficacy. The MICE (Measuring Inhaled Corticosteroids Efficacy) study showed that near maximal FEV~1~ and PC20 responses occurred at low to medium doses for both beclomethasone and fluticasone.\[[@ref183]\] Significant inter-subject variability was noticed in the response to ICS; hence, some severe asthmatics might benefit from the use of high-dose ICS. A meta-analysis on the dose response relationship of fluticasone showed that peak clinical benefit was achieved at 500-600 μg/day (medium dose), and that 80-90% of the maximum clinical benefit was achieved at doses as low as 100-200 μg/day.\[[@ref184]\] Another review of eight studies concluded that increasing the dose of fluticasone beyond 200 μg/day does not increase the magnitude of clinical benefit.\[[@ref185]\] Similarly, three Cochrane reviews assessed the dose-effect responses of fluticasone and budesonide.\[[@ref186][@ref187][@ref188]\] All these reviews suggest a little clinical difference between low and moderate doses, and between moderate and high doses. Also, it has been shown that initiating treatment with low-dose ICS is as effective as starting from an initial high dose and later stepping down.\[[@ref187]\]

Inhaled steroids have also been used on an as-needed basis in adults with mild persistent asthma. This is also known as "Symptom-Based Controller" (SBC) approach. The BASALT (Best Adjustment Strategy for Asthma in the Long Term) trial showed that as needed symptom-based use of ICS was not inferior to regular daily use.\[[@ref189]\] Also, patients in the as-needed ICS arm had lesser days of missed work, cumulative ICS exposure and seasonal exacerbations. In the IMPACT (IMProving Asthma Control Trial) trial, symptom scores were better in the daily ICS group but the exacerbation rates and change in PEF (primary outcome) were similar between the two groups.\[[@ref190]\] The BEST (BEclomethasone plus Salbutamol Treatment) trial also concluded that as needed ICS use was as effective as daily ICS use in patients with mild asthma.\[[@ref191]\] A Cochrane meta-analysis, which included six trials on adults and children, concluded that there was low quality evidence suggesting equivalence of intermittent and daily regimens in management of mild asthma.\[[@ref192]\] Thus, in well-selected and motivated patients, as-needed ICS therapy can yield comparable asthma outcomes with reduced exposure to ICS. The approach also empowers patients to appropriate self-management. However, further studies are needed before this approach can be routinely recommended for all patients with mild asthma.

Inhaled steroids differ from each other in several pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic aspects such as potency, oral bioavailability, metabolism and serum protein binding.\[[@ref193]\] However, in terms of clinical efficacy, all are equally effective. Several Cochrane reviews have shown that all ICS, when given at equipotent doses, lead to similar clinical outcomes.\[[@ref194][@ref195][@ref196]\]

E5. What are the adverse effects of ICS when used in management of stable asthma? {#sec2-64}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Local and systemic side effects are a cause of major concern with long-term ICS use. The most common local side effects are oral candidiasis and dysphonia. Other less frequent side effects include perioral dermatitis, pharyngitis, reflex cough, sensation of thirst, and tongue hypertrophy.\[[@ref197]\] Factors that influence the development of local side effects include: (a) proportion of drug deposited in oropharynx (which in turn depends on the inhalational technique, type of inhaler used, use of spacer devices, and nature of propellant); (b) type of drug used (prodrug vs. active drug); (c) frequency of ICS use; and, (d) dose of ICS.\[[@ref197][@ref198]\] Using ICS at the lowest possible dose and frequency, rinsing mouth and oropharynx by gargling every time after ICS inhalation, and using a spacer device are important measures to reduce local side effects from ICS use. Ciclesonide, being a prodrug (not in active from in the pharynx), has been shown to have the least incidence of oro-pharyngeal side effects among all ICS.\[[@ref197][@ref199]\]

When used in high doses, ICS can cause systemic side effects, the most worrisome being the suppression of hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis.\[[@ref200][@ref201]\] Current use of high-dose ICS (beclomethasone dipropionate \[BDP\] equivalent ≥ 1000 μg/day) increases the risk of developing adrenal crisis.\[[@ref201]\] Because of its unique pharmacokinetic properties (such as extensive first pass metabolism, extra hepatic metabolism and high protein binding), ciclesonide has an oral bio-availability of \< 1% and has not been shown to cause significant HPA axis suppression.\[[@ref202][@ref203]\] In a large retrospective cohort study, a dose--response relationship between the dose of ICS and risk of pneumonia, lower respiratory infection and tuberculosis was noted.\[[@ref204][@ref205]\] Other systemic side effects reported with ICS include suppression of growth (a serious concern when ICS are used in children), reduced bone mineral density, ocular side effects (glaucoma and cataract), skin thinning and bruising, and increased risk of infections.\[[@ref202][@ref206][@ref207]\]

### Recommendations {#sec3-13}

ICSs are the controller medication of choice for management of stable asthma. (1A)All the ICSs are equally efficacious when used in equipotent doses. (1A)Most of the clinical benefit from ICS is obtained at low to moderate doses. Only a minority of patients benefit from increasing the dose beyond this. (1A)ICS should be started at low to moderate dose (depending on the severity of symptoms at presentation) and used at lowest possible dose required. (1A)High-dose ICS use should preferably be avoided to decrease the risk of side effects, both local and systemic. (1A)We recommend the use of valved holding chambers/spacers whenever using moderate to high-dose ICS. (UPP)

E6. What are the benefits of using LABA in the management of asthma? Can LABA monotherapy be used for the management of stable asthma? {#sec2-65}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The two most commonly used LABA are salmeterol and formoterol. Both are highly selective and potent beta-2 adrenergic receptor agonists, cause smooth muscle relaxation up to 12 h, and are given twice a day. Formoterol differs from salmeterol in having a faster onset of action (5 min vs. 15 min) and higher intrinsic receptor affinity.\[[@ref208]\] Hence, it can also be used as reliever medication for symptom relief. A recent Cochrane meta-analysis of 62 studies involving 42,333 participants has shown that LABA are superior to placebo in improving lung function, symptom and quality of life (QoL) scores, and decreasing exacerbations and rescue medication use.\[[@ref209]\]

LABA monotherapy controls asthma symptoms but does not effectively suppress airway inflammation. It can therefore cause a masking effect by suppressing airway symptoms but allowing inflammation to progress subclinically. Two large RCTs, the SMART (Salmeterol Multicenter Asthma Research Trial) study and the SNS (Serevent Nationwide Surveillance) study have shown that salmeterol use, either as a monotherapy (SNS study) or as add-on drug (SMART study), increases the risk of asthma-related deaths and life-threatening exacerbations.\[[@ref210][@ref211]\] Also, the SOCS study and the SLIC (salmeterol ± ICSs) study have shown that switching the patient from ICS monotherapy to LABA (salmeterol) monotherapy leads to loss of clinical control.\[[@ref174][@ref212]\] A recent meta-analysis suggested that that salmeterol monotherapy increases the risk of asthma-related deaths, but this risk is decreased with concomitant use of ICS.\[[@ref213]\] The use of formoterol was not associated with any increase in asthma-related mortality or hospitalizations.\[[@ref214]\] A recently published overview of Cochrane reviews also concluded that the risk of non-fatal serious adverse reactions was more common with salmeterol monotherapy when compared to formoterol monotherapy and ICS/LABA combination therapy.\[[@ref215]\] In view of these data, the use of LABA monotherapy especially salmeterol, is strongly discouraged.

E7. What are the benefits of adding LABA to ICS monotherapy? {#sec2-66}
------------------------------------------------------------

The OPTIMA (Oxis and Pulmicort Turbuhaler in Management of Asthma study) and the FACET (Formoterol and Corticosteroid Establishing Trial) trials showed that among patients poorly controlled on low to moderate dose ICS therapy, addition of LABA significantly decreased the risk of exacerbations and improved asthma control.\[[@ref216][@ref217]\] Another large RCT, the GOAL (Gaining Optimal Asthma controL) study comprising of 3421 patients, showed that asthma control is more often achieved with the ICS/LABA combination as compared to ICS monotherapy; patients receiving the ICS/LABA combination had lesser exacerbations and better health status.\[[@ref218]\] The SLIC study also showed that addition of LABA in patients poorly controlled on ICS monotherapy improved asthma control and allowed ICS dose to be reduced by 50%.\[[@ref212]\] A Cochrane review of 71 studies comparing the ICS/LABA combination to same dose ICS monotherapy concluded that adding LABA to ICS decreased the risk of exacerbations requiring oral corticosteroids by 28%, with a number needed to treat (NNT) to prevent one exacerbation being 41. The addition of LABA further improved lung function, symptom scores and decreased the recue medication use without causing any increase in adverse reactions.\[[@ref219]\] Two Cochrane reviews comparing the efficacy and adverse effects of ICS/salmeterol and ICS/formoterol combination therapies concluded that there was no statistically significant difference between the two.\[[@ref220][@ref221]\]

Addition of LABA to ICS is also superior to doubling the dose of ICS in patients uncontrolled on low-dose ICS monotherapy. A Cochrane meta-analysis of 48 studies including 15,000 participants concluded that adding LABA to ICS is better than increasing the dose of ICS in reducing the number of exacerbations requiring oral corticosteroids.\[[@ref222]\] The ICS/LABA combination was also superior in improving lung function and asthma symptoms. The steroid-related local side effects were also less in the combination arm. The ICS/LABA combination is also superior to the ICS/LTRA combination and the ICS/methylxanthine combination in treatment of asthma.\[[@ref223][@ref224]\]

E8. What are the novel beta agonists for the management of stable asthma? {#sec2-67}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several new bronchodilators are being tried in asthma. One such group of drugs are the ultra-long-acting beta agonists (vilanterol, indacaterol, and olodaterol) which need only once a day dosing. Vilanterol (25 μg/day) is used in combination with fluticasone furoate (100-200 μg/day) in once a day dosing. This combination has been shown to be superior to fluticasone furoate monotherapy and non-inferior to the salmeterol/fluticasone combination.\[[@ref225][@ref226][@ref227]\] These benefits are similar with either morning or evening dosing.\[[@ref228]\] This combination also has been shown to have good safety profile.\[[@ref229][@ref230][@ref231]\] Indacaterol and olodaterol are less well studied in asthma.\[[@ref232][@ref233][@ref234]\]

### Recommendations {#sec3-14}

LABA monotherapy should not be used in the management of stable asthma. (1A)Addition of LABA to ICS is the preferred choice when symptoms are uncontrolled despite ICS monotherapy in moderate doses. (1A)

E9. What is the role of anti-leukotriene agents in the management of stable asthma? {#sec2-68}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cysteinyl leukotrienes LTC4, LTD4 and LTE4 are regarded as among the most potent inflammatory mediators in asthma. They are produced by the 5-lipoxygenase pathway of the arachidonic acid metabolism. Their actions are not blocked by corticosteroids and hence the anti-inflammatory effects of the anti-leukotriene agents are complementary to those produced by corticosteroids.\[[@ref235]\] The available anti-leukotriene agents are cysteinyl leukotriene-1 receptor antagonists (LTRAs), namely montelukast, zafirlukast and pranlukast, and a 5-lipoxygenase inhibitor (zileuton). These drugs are given orally and hence cause anti-inflammatory effects beyond the airways by also decreasing symptoms of coexisting allergic rhinitis and conjunctivitis. Also, they can be used in patients unwilling/unable to use inhaled medications. Oral montelukast is the most commonly used anti-leukotriene agent.

These drugs can be used as monotherapy (in patients with mild asthma) or as add-on to ICS monotherapy or ICS/LABA combination therapy.\[[@ref236]\] LTRA monotherapy is inferior to ICS monotherapy in patients with mild to moderate asthma. Treatment with LTRA is more likely to result in acute exacerbations requiring systemic corticosteroids. This risk is even higher when used in patients with moderately severe asthma. Inhaled steroids are also superior to LTRA in improving patient\'s symptoms, quality of life and lung function.\[[@ref175]\] Even in patients with coexisting asthma and allergic rhinitis, treatment with combined inhaled and intranasal corticosteroids is superior to treatment with oral LTRAs.\[[@ref237][@ref238][@ref239]\] In contrast to the results from these studies, RCTs conducted in a real world scenario, which compared montelukast with ICS monotherapy in patients with mild asthma have shown that both treatments were equally effective.\[[@ref240]\]

A recent Cochrane review of 16 RCTs has shown that LTRAs, when added to ICS, result in a non-significant decrease in the risk of exacerbations requiring oral corticosteroids.\[[@ref241]\] Although not significant, dose reduction of ICS was possible, and patient withdrawals due to poor asthma control were decreased. Several large observational studies have shown that in patients uncontrolled on ICS monotherapy or ICS/LABA combination therapy, addition of LTRA improves the asthma control and quality of life.\[[@ref242][@ref243][@ref244][@ref245]\]

LTRAs are inferior to LABA as add-on therapy to ICS. A Cochrane review of 17 RCTs showed the ICS/LABA combination to be superior to the ICS/LTRA combination in preventing exacerbations requiring oral corticosteroids.\[[@ref224]\] ICS/LABA was better than ICS/LTRA in improving the lung function and quality of life scores as well. Similar results were seen in other studies also.\[[@ref246][@ref247]\]

E10. What is the safety profile of anti-leukotriene agents when used to manage stable asthma? {#sec2-69}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Anti-leukotriene agents are generally well tolerated and do not cause significant drug reactions.\[[@ref244][@ref248]\] Zileuton is associated with liver toxicity and monitoring of liver function tests is recommended with its use. Churg-Strauss syndrome was earlier reported as a complication of LTRA use. However, this was likely due to steroid withdrawal, and no significant association was found after controlling for asthma drug use.\[[@ref249]\]

### Recommendations {#sec3-15}

Monotherapy with LTRA is inferior to monotherapy with ICS. (1A)Monotherapy with LTRA might be an alternative to ICS in patients with mild asthma if they are unwilling to use ICS or if they are not suitable for ICS therapy. (1B)As add-on to ICS, LTRAs are inferior to LABA. (1A)Addition of LTRA might be beneficial in patients whose asthma remain uncontrolled despite the ICS/LABA combination. (2B)

E11. What is the role of long-acting anti-muscarinic agent tiotropium in the management of stable asthma? {#sec2-70}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Many asthmatics remain poorly controlled despite using ICS or the ICS/LABA combination. There is increasing interest in the role of tiotropium in the management of such difficult to treat asthma.\[[@ref250]\] Several RCTs have addressed the role of tiotropium in uncontrolled asthma. In two studies, tiotropium was added to ICS monotherapy, and the clinical benefit was similar as that achieved with addition of LABA.\[[@ref251][@ref252]\] However, further studies are needed before tiotropium can be recommended as an alternative to LABA, when adding on to ICS monotherapy. In studies where tiotropium was added to ICS/LABA combination therapy, there was improvement in lung function and decrease in the number of exacerbations.\[[@ref253][@ref254]\]. A meta-analysis of six trials (three published and three unpublished) using tiotropium 5 μg once daily delivered via a soft-mist inhaler showed that addition of tiotropium to ICS or ICS/LABA therapy improves lung function.\[[@ref255]\] Thus, tiotropium may be considered as add-on therapy when patients remain uncontrolled despite the ICS/LABA combination, and in those with ACOS.

### Recommendation {#sec3-16}

Tiotropium may be used as add-on therapy if asthma remains uncontrolled despite moderate-to-high-dose ICS and LABA combination therapy. (2A)

E12. What are the benefits with the use of methylxanthines in the management of asthma? What is their role in the management of stable asthma? {#sec2-71}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Theophylline (dimethylxanthine) continues to be a commonly prescribed drug for management of asthma, especially in the developing world, because of its low cost, easy availability and ease of administration. When used in standard doses, the weak bronchodilator action of theophylline is attributed to non-specific phosphodiesterase (PDE) inhibition and adenosine receptor antagonism seen at blood levels of 10-20 mg/L. However, the anti-inflammatory action of theophylline (from histone deacetylase activation) occurs at much lower blood levels of 5-10 mg/L, when the drug is used in low doses.\[[@ref256]\] At such low doses the adverse effects of theophylline are also minimal.

Two meta-analyses found LABA monotherapy to be superior to theophylline in improving lung function and symptoms, with lesser incidence of adverse drug reactions.\[[@ref257][@ref258]\] Several RCTs comparing ICS monotherapy found it to be superior to theophylline in improving symptoms, lung function and decreasing exacerbations.\[[@ref176][@ref177][@ref178][@ref179][@ref180][@ref181]\] Hence, theophylline therapy, in general, is inferior to both ICS and LABA monotherapy.

Many RCTs have compared addition of theophylline to low-dose ICS (ICS/Theo) versus doubling the dose of ICS.\[[@ref259][@ref260][@ref261][@ref262]\] All these studies uniformly showed both to be equally effective. The only RCT which compared the ICS/LABA combination (salmeterol + fluticasone) with the ICS/Theo combination found the ICS/LABA combination to be better.\[[@ref223]\] In patients who remain uncontrolled despite the ICS/LABA combination, addition of theophylline improves lung function and symptom scores, and decreases exacerbations.\[[@ref263][@ref264]\]

Doxophylline is a newer alternative to theophylline. It is postulated to cause lesser side effects due to lack of adenosine receptor antagonism and calcium channel receptor blocking ability.\[[@ref265]\] Two RCTs comparing theophylline (standard dose) with doxophylline found both the drugs to be equally effective, with doxophylline causing lesser adverse drug reactions.\[[@ref266][@ref267]\] There is no study comparing low-dose theophylline with doxophylline in asthma.

### Recommendations {#sec3-17}

Methylxanthine monotherapy is inferior to ICS monotherapy. (1A)When stepping up from ICS monotherapy, addition of methylxanthine to ICS is as effective as doubling the dose of ICS (1A) but inferior to the ICS/LABA combination. (2A)Methylxanthines may be used as an add-on therapy in patients who remain uncontrolled on the moderate to high ICS/LABA combination. (2B)Whenever used as an add-on to ICS, we recommend using low-dose (200-400 mg/day) sustained release formulations of theophylline. (UPP)

E13. What are the available reliever medications? Which drug is preferred for use as a reliever? {#sec2-72}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Inhaled drugs used as reliever medications include short-acting beta agonists (SABAs), like salbutamol and levosalbutamol, rapidly acting LABA (formoterol), short-acting anti-muscarinic agent (SAMAs), like ipratropium and oxitropium or a combination of SABA and SAMA. SABAs are the most effective drugs for relief of symptoms in patients with asthma. Although formoterol is as effective as SABA, it is not recommended as a rescue medication owing to safety concerns with LABA monotherapy.\[[@ref268]\] SAMAs have a slightly delayed onset of action compared to SABA, and hence are not the preferred rescue drugs. They may still be useful in a subset of patients who cannot tolerate SABA therapy because of side effects. There is no head to head comparison between SABA and SAMA in asthma. A Cochrane review concluded that although SAMA is better than placebo, there is no added advantage of adding SAMA to SABA therapy in patients with stable asthma.\[[@ref269]\]

We also strongly recommend against using oral beta agonists, which continue to be available in the Indian market, as reliever medications because of their unfavourable risk-benefit ratio.

### Recommendations {#sec3-18}

SABA is the agent of choice for rescue medication in asthma. (UPP)SAMA is a less preferred alternative/add-on to SABA as reliever medication. (UPP)Formoterol monotherapy as a reliever should be avoided due to safety concerns with the use of LABA monotherapy. (1A)Oral beta agonists should not be used as rescue medications. (UPP)

E14. What is the role of using a single inhaler for maintenance and reliever therapy? {#sec2-73}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A combination of an ICS and a fast-acting LABA (formoterol) in a single inhaler, as both controller and reliever medication, is increasingly being used in management of asthma.\[[@ref270]\] This is referred to as single inhaler therapy (SiT) or SMART (single agent for maintenance and reliever therapy) approach. We prefer not using the term SMART, as it was originally coined to describe a proprietary inhaler device for maintenance and reliever therapy. Although majority of the studies till date have assessed either budesonide (as turbuhaler) or beclomethasone (as MDI) in SiT, the components in the SiT approach may be any available ICS (budesonide, fluticasone, beclomethasone and others) and any fast-acting LABA (formoterol, indacaterol, vilanterol and others) delivered through any type of device (MDI, turbuhaler, DPI, etc.).

The SiT approach has several advantages over conventional therapy. It is more patient friendly as the patient needs to use only single inhaler. As the ICS and LABA components are combined through a single delivery device, patient cannot use LABA alone, thus reducing the complications of LABA monotherapy. Use of the SiT approach is also associated with reduction in asthma exacerbations.\[[@ref270]\] During periods of worsening asthma control which precede an asthma exacerbation, patients tend to take increasing doses of reliever medication. In SiT, an extra dose of ICS is also delivered with each reliever dose used. These additional doses of ICS delivered at the time of worsening prevent the impending asthma exacerbation. Also, the SiT approach is more cost effective.\[[@ref271]\] It decreases the cumulative corticosteroid dose used, by decreasing the daily dose requirement of ICS and by decreasing the exposure to systemic steroids during exacerbations by decreasing the frequency of exacerbations.

Numerous RCTs have compared the SiT approach with other forms of conventional therapy (i.e. separate devices for reliever and controller medications). Most of these studies used the formoterol plus budesonide turbuhaler. Only a few studies have used a formoterol plus beclomethasone combination, and none have used the formoterol plus fluticasone combination.\[[@ref272][@ref273]\] These studies can be categorized into three broad groups based on the controller medication used in the control arm: (a) SiT vs. ICS monotherapy (b) SiT vs. fixed dose ICS/LABA and (c) SiT vs. conventional best practice.

Various studies have compared the SiT approach (formoterol plus budesonide) with ICS monotherapy (budesonide monotherapy plus reliever medication).\[[@ref274][@ref275][@ref276][@ref277]\] Use of the SiT approach decreased number of exacerbations, delayed time to first exacerbation and improved symptoms, asthma control and lung function. In all these studies, ICS dose used in the SiT group was significantly lower than that in the conventional arm. Many studies have compared the SiT approach with a fixed-dose ICS/LABA combination.\[[@ref271][@ref272][@ref273][@ref277][@ref278][@ref279][@ref280][@ref281][@ref282][@ref283]\] The results again were similar with most studies reporting decrease in exacerbations and improvement in symptoms and lung function with the SiT approach. The dose of ICS used was either same or lower in the SiT arm in these studies. Several studies also compared the SiT approach with conventional guideline-based best practice.\[[@ref284][@ref285][@ref286][@ref287][@ref288]\] In these studies, though asthma control was better in the SiT group, number of exacerbations, lung function and symptoms were similar between the two arms. The dose of ICS used was however significantly lower with the SiT approach.

Cost-effectiveness analyses have also showed that direct and indirect costs of therapy were less if the SiT approach was used.\[[@ref271][@ref280][@ref284][@ref287]\] The SMARTASIA study, an open-labelled observational study which also included patients from India, also showed that there was improvement in asthma control, asthma symptoms and rescue medication use when SiT therapy was initiated.\[[@ref289]\] In patients poorly controlled despite using moderate dose ICS, the SiT approach using formoterol/budesonide 4.5/160 μg two inhalations twice a day was better than using the same inhaler one inhalation twice a day.\[[@ref290]\] Several meta-analyses that assessed the SiT approach also concluded that this strategy led to a statistically significant reduction in asthma exacerbations requiring oral corticosteroids.\[[@ref270][@ref291][@ref292]\] It can therefore be concluded that the SiT approach is clearly superior to ICS monotherapy and fixed dose ICS/LABA combination therapy. When compared with guideline-based conventional best practice, the SiT approach is equally effective but the benefits are seen at a lesser daily dose of ICS.

### Recommendations {#sec3-19}

We prefer the use of SiT using an ICS/LABA combination (formoterol-based) as both maintenance and reliever medication whenever feasible (steps 3-5, as described later). (1A)

E15. What should be the strategy for management of stable asthma in the Indian context? {#sec2-74}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We recommend a five-step approach for the management of stable asthma with an aim to achieve and maintain asthma control. Health education, identification and avoidance of asthma triggers, environmental control and treatment of asthma comorbidities are general measures which are recommended for all patients of asthma irrespective of the severity of disease. The pharmacologic management of each of the five steps is outlined in [Table 10](#T14){ref-type="table"}. The step at which the treatment is to be initiated depends on the severity and frequency of symptoms at presentation as described in [Table 11](#T15){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Proposed strategy for the management of asthma in the Indian setting

![](LI-32-3-g014)

###### 

Practical considerations while initiating therapy in asthma patients

![](LI-32-3-g015)

E16. How should patients of asthma be monitored in the outpatient setting? {#sec2-75}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The frequency of follow-up visit for patients with asthma depends on the severity of symptoms at the earlier visit. The optimal follow-up frequency is not clearly defined, and in general the follow-up duration is between 1 and 3 months. For patients with asthma exacerbation, the first follow-up visit should be at 1-2 weeks (UPP). At each visit the patients should be assessed for asthma control and it is imperative that the inhaler technique be checked at every visit \[See [Appendix](#T16){ref-type="table"}\].

###### 

Steps for using a pressurized metered dose inhaler device
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###### 

Steps for using a pressurized metered dose inhaler device with spacer

![](LI-32-3-g017)

###### 

Care of the spacer

![](LI-32-3-g018)

Stepping Up Therapy: Patients whose asthma remains inadequately controlled on the existing treatment need to augment therapy with an aim of achieving adequate asthma control. The optimal time period after which such augmentation needs to be considered is not defined. The GOAL study showed that each criterion used to assess asthma control took a different time to get controlled. Improvement in nocturnal symptoms and improvement in PEF occurred rapidly, whereas daytime symptoms were the last to respond.\[[@ref293]\] It was also observed that the proportion of patients getting controlled rose steadily over 1 year even when the patients were maintained on a steady dose of medication. We suggest considering stepping up of therapy at intervals of 1-3 months \[[Table 12](#T19){ref-type="table"}\]. However, this decision needs to be individualized (UPP).

###### 

Practical considerations when stepping up and stepping down asthma therapy

![](LI-32-3-g019)

Stepping Down Therapy: Patients who remain well controlled on treatment require step down of their treatment to maintain control at the lowest possible step. However, the optimal timing and sequence of stepping down is debatable.\[[@ref294][@ref295]\] We suggest stepping down every 2-3 months \[2B, [Table 12](#T19){ref-type="table"}\]. For patients with seasonal exacerbations, we suggest not to step down treatment at the time when asthma control is likely to be poor. (UPP) Patients who are being stepped down should be closely monitored for any loss of asthma control (UPP).

Studies have demonstrated that patients controlled on high-dose ICS may be switched to lower dose ICS without any loss of asthma control.\[[@ref296][@ref297][@ref298]\] It is also been observed that decreasing the dose of ICS is superior to removing LABA in maintaining asthma control when stepping down from ICS + LABA therapy.\[[@ref299][@ref300][@ref301]\] There is possibility of worsening asthma control when LABA is removed from the ICS/LABA combination, and patients should be carefully monitored.\[[@ref302][@ref303][@ref304]\] Inhaled steroids especially budesonide, ciclesonide and formoterol can be safely given once daily. A meta-analysis of nine studies has shown that budesonide given once a day is as effective as when given twice a day.\[[@ref305]\] Finally, it has been shown that patients who stop ICS are at an increased risk of having an exacerbation and should be carefully observed.\[[@ref306]\]

F. MANAGEMENT OF ACUTE EXACERBATIONS OF ASTHMA {#sec1-7}
==============================================

F1. What is the definition of acute exacerbation of asthma? {#sec2-76}
-----------------------------------------------------------

An exacerbation of asthma is characterized by worsening of one or more of the asthma symptoms (cough, wheezing, chest tightness, dyspnea), leading either to increased need for rescue medications or hospitalization. It is usually associated with a decline in lung function (PEF or FEV~1~).\[[@ref7][@ref307]\] The risk factors for a severe attack of asthma are enumerated in [Table 13](#T20){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Risk factors for severe attack of asthma

![](LI-32-3-g020)

F2. How is the severity of an asthma attack assessed? {#sec2-77}
-----------------------------------------------------

The severity of an asthma exacerbation is defined on a combination of signs and symptoms and the extent of accompanying cardiorespiratory dysfunction into non-severe, severe and life-threatening \[[Table 14](#T21){ref-type="table"}\]. Sweating, use of accessory muscles, paradoxical pulse and inability to communicate in complete sentences suggest significant airway obstruction.\[[@ref308][@ref309][@ref310][@ref311]\] Changes in mental status point toward a life-threatening exacerbation.\[[@ref311]\] Hypercarbia occurs in the presence of arterial oxygen desaturation, severe obstruction and/or ventilatory depression.\[[@ref312][@ref313][@ref314][@ref315]\] Room air oxygen saturation ≥92% is uncommonly associated with complications.\[[@ref316][@ref317][@ref318]\] Patients classified as having a severe asthma attack are best managed in a hospital setting \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\], while those classified as having non-severe asthma exacerbations can be safely managed on an outpatient basis.

###### 

Assessment of the severity of acute asthma exacerbation
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![Algorithm for the evaluation and management of an acute asthma exacerbation](LI-32-3-g022){#F1}

F3. What is the differential diagnosis of an acute severe attack of asthma? {#sec2-78}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Conditions that mimic asthma exacerbation include exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, acute heart failure, pulmonary thromboembolism, pneumothorax, hyperventilation (panic attacks/uremia), vocal cord dysfunction, and foreign body inhalation.

F4. How should patients with an acute exacerbation of asthma be evaluated? {#sec2-79}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Clinical history regarding the medications currently used, compliance with asthma medication, presence of comorbidities should be elicited. Clinical signs signifying a severe exacerbation should be sought. The current PEF should be noted and a PEF value less than 60% of predicted (or personal best) is an indication for referral to emergency department. Oxygen saturation should be measured using pulse oximetry and a value \<92% generally signifies a severe exacerbation. Apart from PEF and pulse oximetry, no additional laboratory investigations are required for non-severe exacerbation. Arterial blood gas analysis should be performed in those with oxygen saturation \< 92%, whose PEF does not improve to 40-45% of predicted or personal best or who worsen during or after treatment. All hospitalized patient should be evaluated with an arterial blood gas analysis.\[[@ref319][@ref320]\] Besides, patients should be investigated to rule out an alternate diagnosis, if clinically indicated (complete blood count, electrolytes, creatinine, urea, electrocardiogram, chest radiograph, echocardiogram and others).

### Recommendation {#sec3-20}

Oxygen saturation should be measured by pulse oximetry in all patients presenting with an acute attack of asthma. (UPP)Non-severe exacerbation does not require any investigation in most instances, except PEF and pulse oximetry. (UPP)Patient with a PEF less than 60% of predicted or personal best should be managed in the emergency department. (2A)Patients with a saturation of less than 92% should be managed in the emergency department or hospital ward and investigated further with an arterial blood gas analysis, if available. (2A)

F5. What are the goals of treatment of severe acute asthma? {#sec2-80}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The goals of managing acute exacerbation of asthma include relief of symptoms, adequate oxygenation, reversal of bronchial obstruction, and prevention of the next episode of exacerbation. Recovery from wheezing and normalization of pulmonary mechanics take longer time and are not the immediate goals of acute management.\[[@ref309][@ref311][@ref319]\] Unlike COPD exacerbation, patients with asthma exacerbation should be able to return to their baseline activity after the acute event abates.\[[@ref321]\]

F6. What is the role of oxygen in the management of severe acute asthma? {#sec2-81}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Oxygen therapy may be required during an exacerbation to maintain normal arterial oxygenation. The dose of oxygen should be based on achieving and maintaining target arterial oxygen saturation by pulse oximetry between 93% and 95%.\[[@ref322][@ref323]\] Higher doses of oxygen may be deleterious and administration of 100% oxygen has been demonstrated to result in a significant increase in PaCO~2~ and a decrease in PEF compared to FiO~2~ of 28%.\[[@ref322]\]

### Recommendation {#sec3-21}

Oxygen should be used only in hypoxemic patients. (1A)Oxygen should be titrated to maintain a SpO~2~ between 93% and 95% (\>95% in pregnancy). (1A)Lack of pulse oximetry/arterial blood analysis should not preclude administration of oxygen. (UPP)In patients in whom there is a need of oxygen \>8 L/min, PaCO~2~ should be closely monitored. (2A)

F7. What is the role of bronchodilators in management of exacerbation of asthma? {#sec2-82}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Inflammation with resultant increased bronchiolar smooth muscle tone cause progressive narrowing of the airways during an asthma attack. This causes increased resistance to flow, pulmonary hyperinflation and ventilation/perfusion (V/Q) mismatch.\[[@ref324]\] Persistence of airway obstruction thus leads to respiratory failure by increasing the work of breathing, inefficient gas exchange and respiratory muscle fatigue. Thus, relieving airway obstruction is of utmost importance in the management of acute asthma exacerbation,\[[@ref325]\] and bronchodilators are the primary agents for achieving this goal.

F8. What is the role of beta agonists in management of severe acute asthma? {#sec2-83}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Short-acting beta agonists are the first-line agents for achieving bronchodilation due to their rapidity of action.\[[@ref76]\] Inhaled salbutamol, levosalbutamol, formoterol, terbutaline and adrenaline have all been used in the management of severe acute asthma. Salbutamol is the most commonly used inhaled beta agonist. One dose-finding study found no significant difference in outcomes (lung function test, hospital admission rates, and adverse effects) between either 2.5 mg or 7.5 mg of inhaled salbutamol administered every 20 min for a total of three doses.\[[@ref326]\]

In a meta-analysis comparing inhaled salbutamol with inhaled adrenaline, there was some benefit of inhaled adrenaline over inhaled salbutamol; however, dose per dose, 2 mg of adrenaline was inferior to 2.5 or 5 mg dose of salbutamol.\[[@ref327]\]

Racemic salbutamol is a 1:1 mixture of R and S enantiomers of salbutamol. The R isomer levosalbutamol is responsible for the bronchodilator effect of racemic salbutamol while the S component causes the detrimental effects.\[[@ref328][@ref329][@ref330][@ref331]\] In a multicenter study of 627 patients, the use of levosalbutamol significantly reduced hospitalization, led to a greater improvement in FEV~1~, particularly among patients not on steroids and those with higher serum levels of S-salbutamol at presentation. However, time to discharge criteria did not differ among the two groups.\[[@ref332]\] In a recent meta-analysis (seven trials with 1,625 patients), levosalbutamol was not found superior to salbutamol either with regards to efficacy or safety in severe acute asthma.\[[@ref333]\]

Formoterol is another agent with quick onset of action and has been investigated for its efficacy in acute asthma. A meta-analysis (576 participants) comparing high-dose formoterol with salbutamol found no significant difference in primary (lung function) or secondary outcomes (serum potassium, heart rate and QT interval) between the two groups.\[[@ref334]\] Also, the additional use of formoterol had no synergistic activity over salbutamol. In a study comparing nebulized adrenaline with terbutaline, improvement in lung function was similar in the two groups but the PaO~2~ was significantly higher after first dose of terbutaline compared to adrenaline; also, there was no synergistic effect between terbutaline and adrenaline.\[[@ref335]\]

Beta-2 agonists should be judiciously used as they are associated with significant dose-dependent side effects like nausea, vomiting, headache, tremors and hypokalemia. Around 30% of patients may experience these side effects although they are usually mild.\[[@ref336]\]

F9. What is the role of parenteral bronchodilators in acute asthma? {#sec2-84}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

In general, there is no role of parenteral bronchodilators in the management of severe acute asthma, and inhalation route is the preferred route of delivering beta-2 agonists in acute asthma. In a meta-analysis of 15 trials there was no benefit of using intravenous beta-2 agonist compared to either inhaled beta-2 agonist or intravenous methylxanthines.\[[@ref337]\] The use of intravenous aminophylline is widespread in the Indian subcontinent. However, a recent meta-analysis found no reduction in hospital admissions with the use of intravenous aminophylline as compared to standard care.\[[@ref338]\] Not only there was no improvement in pulmonary function tests, patients in the aminophylline group patient also had higher episodes of arrhythmias and vomiting.\[[@ref338]\] Therefore, the current evidence does not favor the use of intravenous aminophylline or intravenous beta-2 agonist in addition to inhaled beta-2 agonist in severe acute asthma.\[[@ref338]\]

Although parenteral beta-2 agonist or theophylline confer no additional benefit, the expert group felt that they may be used in exceptional circumstances such as type 2 brittle asthma or patients on mechanical ventilation with intense bronchospasm causing ineffective delivery of nebulized drugs.

F10. What should be the mode of administering inhaled bronchodilators? {#sec2-85}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

During an asthma attack, inhaled drugs can be delivered either by a nebulizer or a metered dose inhaler (MDI) with spacer. There is no difference in outcomes based on the method of administration.\[[@ref339]\] Infection control and costs however favor the use of MDIs. In severe exacerbations the decision to use nebulizers or MDI is based on several other factors. Patients who are severely dyspneic, those who do not tolerate MDIs or have altered mental status are best administered inhaled drugs with a nebulizer.

There are two strategies of delivering nebulized bronchodilators namely continuous or intermittent. In the intermittent approach, beta-2 agonist is given every 20-30 min or ≤3 nebulization per hour, whereas in the continuous strategy the drug is given every 15 min or ≥4 nebulization per hour. A Cochrane review comparing intermittent with the continuous approach (8 RCTs, 461 patients) found the latter to be more beneficial in reducing the number of hospitalizations especially in those with severe airway obstruction.\[[@ref340]\] There was also a small but significant improvement in the pulmonary functions in the continuous strategy group. Continuous treatment was well tolerated with no difference in the adverse effects.\[[@ref340]\]

F11. What is the role of anticholinergics in the management of severe acute asthma? {#sec2-86}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cholinergic mechanisms may be important in regulating acute bronchomotor responses by provoking bronchoconstriction via vagal pathways.\[[@ref341]\] Anticholinergic medications antagonize transmission at the muscarinic receptors and appear to relieve bronchoconstriction primarily in larger airways. Studies comparing inhaled salbutamol with anti-cholinergics for achieving bronchodilatation found no difference between the two. However, addition of ipratropium to salbutamol provided additional bronchodilatation compared to either agent alone.\[[@ref342][@ref343][@ref344]\] A meta-analysis of 32 (adults = 16, children = 16) randomized controlled trials comprising 3611 patients showed a significant reduction in hospitalization in both children and adults and significant improvement of lung function, when ipratropium was combined with salbutamol. Further, the use of two or more doses of ipratropium led to better outcomes compared to lesser doses.\[[@ref345]\] Although few studies have shown that combined therapy had no benefit, these were limited by their small sample size.\[[@ref346][@ref347]\]

### Recommendations {#sec3-22}

Rapid-acting inhaled beta-2 agonists (salbutamol) are the bronchodilators of choice for managing acute exacerbation of asthma. (1A)Combination of ipratropium bromide with salbutamol produces better bronchodilation than either drug alone. Ipratropium (500 μg once then 250 μg q4-6 h) should be used in all patients with severe exacerbations of asthma. (1A)MDI with a spacer device is as effective as nebulizer in the management of acute asthma (1A). However, the dose required is higher with nebulizer with increased propensity for side-effects.In patients unable to use MDI with spacer, drugs can be delivered via a nebulizer. Once stabilized patient should be switched over to spacer from nebulizer. (UPP)Continuous (2.5 mg salbutamol every 15 min, or \>4 nebulization per hour) nebulization is better than intermittent (2.5 mg salbutamol every 20 min, or ≤3 nebulization per hour) nebulization of rapid-acting SABA (1A). The subsequent dose of nebulized salbutamol should be 2.5 mg every 2-4 h depending on the clinical response. (UPP)Levosalbutamol has similar efficacy and safety as compared to salbutamol in acute asthma, and has no additional benefit in the management of severe acute asthma. (1A)Formoterol confers no added advantage over salbutamol, hence it is not recommended for routine use in acute asthma. (1A)Parenteral beta-2 agonists and theophylline should not be used routinely as they do not confer any advantage over inhaled beta-2 agonists but are associated with increased adverse reactions. (1A) However, they may be used in exceptional circumstances where inhaled medications are ineffective. (UPP)

F12. What is the role of corticosteroids in management of severe acute asthma? {#sec2-87}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Anti-inflammatory agents like glucocorticoids most effectively resolve the airway inflammation associated with severe acute asthma. A Cochrane review (six trials; 374 patients) found that the use of corticosteroids was associated with significant reduction in the number of relapses, hospitalization rates and use of SABAs.\[[@ref348][@ref349]\] In another review of 12 studies involving 863 patients, administration of corticosteroids within 1 h of presentation was associated with a significant reduction in hospital admission rates with a number needed to treat of eight, with no increase in adverse effects.\[[@ref350]\] In a meta-analysis of six trials (344 adult patients) comparing the dose and route of administration of corticosteroids in hospitalized patients, it was found that low-dose systemic steroids (≤80 mg/day of methylprednisolone or ≤400 mg/day of hydrocortisone or \<100 mg/day of prednisolone) were equally effective when compared to either medium-dose (\>80 mg ≤360 mg/day of methylprednisolone or \> 400 ≤1800 mg/day of hydrocortisone, or \>100mg ≤450 mg/day of prednisolone) or high-dose (\>360/day of methylprednisolone or \>1800 mg/day of hydrocortisone or 450 mg/day of prednisolone) corticosteroids.\[[@ref351]\] A 5-7 day course of oral steroids is as effective as 10-14 day therapy.\[[@ref352][@ref353]\] In patients receiving systemic steroids, the dose of steroids need not be tapered unless the duration of treatment lasts for more than three weeks.\[[@ref354][@ref355]\]

Inhaled steroids have also been investigated in acute asthma exacerbations. When compared to placebo, ICSs were associated with lesser hospital admissions in patients with mild or moderate exacerbations of asthma. However, in combination with systemic corticosteroids there is no additional benefit of ICSs.\[[@ref356]\] A single center trial comparing the use of oral versus ICSs found no benefit with the use of inhaled steroids.\[[@ref357]\] In a Cochrane review (909 patients) studying the role of ICSs in addition to systemic corticosteroids at discharge from emergency department, no benefit was seen with the addition of ICS therapy with standard care of inhaled bronchodilators and systemic steroids.\[[@ref358]\] However, patients who are already are on ICS for control of asthma symptoms should not stop taking their medication during the acute attack.

### Recommendations {#sec3-23}

Systemic glucocorticoids should be used in all patients with severe acute asthma. (1A)Oral route is as effective as parenteral route except in very sick patients or those with contraindications to enteral feeding. (1A)Daily doses of glucocorticoids equivalent to 30-40 mg of prednisolone or equivalent (0.75 mg dexamethasone \~ 4 mg methylprednisolone \~ 5 mg prednisolone \~ 20 mg hydrocortisone) for 5-7 days are adequate in most patients. (1A)Systemic steroids can be stopped without tapering in those receiving treatment for less than 3 weeks. (1A)In non-severe exacerbations, patients should be initially managed with increase in dose of inhaled SABA (4-6 puffs of 100 μg salbutamol every 30 min). If there is no response in 1 h, oral prednisone 30-40 mg once a day for 5-7 days should be started. (UPP)Inhaled steroids do not provide any additional benefit when used along with systemic corticosteroids and inhaled steroids are hence not recommended in acute asthma. (1A)The dose of inhaled steroids (in patients already on inhaled steroids) should be hiked up for 2-4 weeks at discharge from ED in addition to oral steroids. (2A)

F13. What is the role of magnesium sulfate in the management of severe acute asthma? {#sec2-88}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Magnesium acts primarily by inhibiting bronchial smooth muscle contraction.\[[@ref359]\] In a study, 248 adult patients with severe asthma and FEV~1~ \<30% predicted were randomized to receive two grams of intravenous magnesium sulfate or placebo within 30 min of arrival in the emergency department. There was a trend towards improvement in FEV~1~ in the magnesium group\[[@ref360]\] A Cochrane review also concluded that intravenous magnesium sulfate had limited role in management of acute severe asthma and its use should only be reserved for patients with severe acute asthma.\[[@ref361]\] However, in the recent multicenter 3Mg trial, 1109 patients were randomized to receive nebulized magnesium sulfate, intravenous magnesium sulfate or placebo. There was no difference in outcome between the three groups.\[[@ref362]\] A review of 16 studies (adults, seven; children, nine) studying the effect of inhaled magnesium sulfate in acute severe asthma in addition to standard care involving inhaled beta-2 agonist, anticholinergics, and systemic corticosteroids found no significant improvement in pulmonary functions or decline in hospital admission when magnesium sulfate was used in addition to beta-2 agonist.\[[@ref363]\]

### Recommendations {#sec3-24}

There is no role of intravenous or inhaled magnesium sulfate in routine management of acute exacerbation of asthma. (1A)Intravenous magnesium sulfate as a single dose of 2 gm over 20 min may be used in exceptional situations in those with severe asthma not responding to a combination of inhaled beta-2 agonist, anticholinergic and systemic glucocorticoids. (UPP)

F14. What is the role of leukotriene inhibitors in severe acute asthma? {#sec2-89}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Leukotriene inhibitors have also been studied in patients with severe acute asthma.\[[@ref364]\] In one study of 70 patients with acute asthma, the oral montelukast (plus prednisolone) and the prednisolone group had significant improvement in PEF compared to placebo. However, the difference in PEF was not significant when montelukast (plus prednisolone) was compared with prednisolone.\[[@ref365]\] In a randomized trial, 73 adult patients with severe acute asthma requiring hospitalization were given either 10 mg of oral montelukast or placebo on admission and then once daily for 4 weeks. Though the PEF was significantly higher in the morning following the first dose, the PEF at discharge or at 4 weeks was not different between the two groups.\[[@ref366]\] In another randomized double blind trial, patients with acute asthma received either 7 mg or 14 mg of montelukast or placebo with standard care. There was significant improvement in lung functions in the montelukast group as compared to placebo. However, there was no significant difference between the groups with regards to the frequency of visits to the emergency, hospitalizations, doctor visits, or the need for rescue corticosteroids in the 14-day period after discharge.\[[@ref367]\] In two different trials, there was significant improvement in lung function in the montelukast group at 60 min but there was no difference in other outcomes.\[[@ref368][@ref369]\]

### Recommendation {#sec3-25}

Leukotriene modifiers have no role in the management of patients with acute asthma. (1A)

F15. What is the role of antibiotics in management of severe acute asthma? {#sec2-90}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The literature on the use of antibiotics in patients with severe acute asthma is scarce. In a Cochrane review (two studies), the use of antibiotics did not produce significant difference in lung functions, length of hospital stay, time taken for 50% improvement in symptoms when compared to the placebo group.\[[@ref370]\] The use of antibiotics in asthmatic patients with pneumonia should be according to the recently published pneumonia guidelines.\[[@ref371]\]

### Recommendation {#sec3-26}

Antibiotics should not be routinely used in acute asthma except in demonstrable bacterial infection. (1A)

F16. What is the role of noninvasive ventilation (NIV) in severe acute asthma? {#sec2-91}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The role of NIV in acute exacerbation of COPD is well established. However, the role of NIV in acute asthma remains uncertain. Although both asthma and COPD are obstructive lung diseases, it is incorrect to extrapolate the data on the use of NIV in COPD for asthma. In fact, it would be dangerous to use NIV routinely in hypercapnic asthma patients while it is a common practice in COPD. This is due to the fact that the primary pathophysiology in COPD is dynamic hyperinflation due to loss of elastic recoil of the lungs while in asthma the dynamic hyperinflation is due to acute bronchospasm and tachypnea.

In a randomized trial from India, 53 patients with severe acute asthma were treated with standard care or NIV. Except for the dose of inhaled bronchodilators, which was significantly lesser in the NIV arm, there was no difference in either the primary or the secondary outcomes.\[[@ref372]\] In a recent Cochrane review (six trials, 206 patients) also, no benefit was seen with the use of NIV in acute asthma.\[[@ref373]\]

### Recommendation {#sec3-27}

There is paucity of data on the role of NIV in acute asthma and hence it should be judiciously used in asthma exacerbation. (2B)

F17. What is the role of heliox in the management of severe acute asthma? {#sec2-92}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Heliox is a mixture of oxygen and helium that has lower density and a higher viscosity than air-oxygen mixtures. These physical properties reduce the Reynolds number and may transform areas with turbulent flow into areas of laminar flow, thereby decreasing the work of breathing.\[[@ref374]\] A meta-analysis conducted in 2003 had concluded that there was no role of heliox in the routine management of acute asthma; however, a recent review did find marginal benefit with the use of heliox.\[[@ref375][@ref376]\] As the benefit with the use of heliox is not substantial and the equipment is not widely available in India, the expert group found no clear role of heliox in acute asthma.

### Recommendation {#sec3-28}

Heliox should not be routinely used in treatment of acute asthma exacerbation. (1A)

F18. What are the indications of invasive mechanical ventilation (MV) in severe acute asthma? {#sec2-93}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The absolute indications of MV in severe acute asthma include coma, respiratory or cardiac arrest and refractory hypoxemia while the relative indications include inadequate response to initial management, hypercapnia, fatigue, somnolence and cardiovascular compromise. The initial ventilatory strategy in the management of severe acute asthma is outlined in [Table 15](#T22){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Initial ventilator settings in patients with acute asthma

![](LI-32-3-g023)

F19. What should be the strategy for management of acute exacerbation in the Indian context? {#sec2-94}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The first step is to decide the severity of the exacerbation, which guides the site for management of the exacerbation \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\]. Once the site has been identified, further management should be done as outlined in [Table 16](#T23){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Practical management of asthma exacerbations

![](LI-32-3-g024)

F20. What are the hospital discharge criteria? {#sec2-95}
----------------------------------------------

A patient with severe acute asthma is considered fit for discharge from the medical facility when he/she is able to return to the previous state of health and in general should be clinically stable for at least 24 hours. The patient should be able to eat and get adequate sleep, should be able to comfortably use the inhaled medication with requirement of inhaled short-acting drugs no more than every 4 hours.

G. MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES IN ASTHMA MANAGEMENT {#sec1-8}
============================================

G1. What is the management of difficult-to-treat asthma? {#sec2-96}
--------------------------------------------------------

Patients whose asthma symptoms are inadequately controlled, despite optimal step 4 therapy for a period of 1-3 months, can be considered to have difficult-to-treat asthma. Poor adherence to therapy and poor inhaler technique are often overlooked but one of the commonest reasons for poor asthma control.\[[@ref377][@ref378][@ref379]\] Therefore, these should be checked at each patient visit. In patients who have poorly controlled symptoms despite good adherence and technique, an alternative diagnosis should be ruled out (such as COPD, vocal cord dysfunction, tracheal tumors, and others) as it can mimic asthma.\[[@ref380][@ref381][@ref382][@ref383][@ref384]\] Around 13% of asthma patients attending special clinics might also be suffering from allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis.\[[@ref385]\] There is some evidence to suggest that current smoking reduces the effectiveness of inhaled and oral corticosteroids.\[[@ref386][@ref387]\] All asthmatics who continue to smoke should be advised to quit smoking. Avoidance of exposure to allergens is paramount for patients with refractory asthma and should be re-emphasized. Some patients with asthma have associated comorbidities (gastro-esophageal reflux disease, obesity, obstructive sleep apnea, allergic rhinitis, and others) which may contribute to or exacerbate the symptoms of asthma.\[[@ref388]\] Although there is no definite evidence to suggest improved asthma control by treatment of these comorbidities, some data suggest that treating these comorbidities may be of some benefit.\[[@ref389][@ref390][@ref391]\]

The management of difficult-to-treat asthma should be individualized and is best done by clinicians who have experience in this area. Besides addressing the aforementioned factors, judicious use of a combination of available modalities of treatment is required. Although oral corticosteroids have not been studied in any RCT involving patients with difficult-to-control asthma, they are the most potent drugs for asthma and should be considered when the patients' symptoms are uncontrolled despite maximal step 4 therapy. When used, they should be employed at the lowest possible dose for the shortest possible duration required to achieve asthma control in view of their many adverse effects.

### Recommendations {#sec3-29}

Patients with difficult-to-treat asthma are defined as those whose symptoms are inadequately controlled despite optimal step 4 therapy for a period of 1-3 months. (UPP)Patient compliance to drug adherence and inhaler technique should be checked at each visit. (UPP)In patients with difficult-to-treat asthma, the possibility of asthma mimics (COPD, vocal cord dysfunction, tracheal tumors, and others) should be considered. (UPP)Patients with difficult-to-treat asthma should be evaluated for presence of ABPA. (UPP)Smoking cessation should be advised for all asthmatics who are smokers. (UPP)Patients with difficult-to-treat asthma with features of associated comorbidities (like rhinitis, obesity, obstructive sleep apnea, and gastro-esophageal reflux disease) should be evaluated and treated accordingly. (UPP)Addition of oral corticosteroids for difficult-to-treat asthma should be considered only if the patient\'s symptoms remain uncontrolled despite maximal step 4 therapy. (UPP)When considered, oral corticosteroids should be used at the lowest possible dose for the shortest possible duration and patients should be simultaneously monitored for drug-related adverse effects. (UPP)

G2. What is the role of anti-IgE in asthma? {#sec2-97}
-------------------------------------------

Meta-analyses of trials of anti-IgE therapy have shown that the use of omalizumab as an adjunct to ICS in moderate to severe asthma reduces the number of asthma exacerbations and allows dose reduction and withdrawal of ICS.\[[@ref392][@ref393]\] Patients who were on oral steroids had reduction in their maintenance dosage after initiation of omalizumab and the proportion of patients taking maintenance oral steroids were markedly lower at 2 years compared to baseline.\[[@ref392][@ref393]\] Most of these trials used omalizumab for a duration of 16-28 weeks in asthmatics who had elevated serum IgE levels (140-1300 IU/mL in various trials) and a positive skin test to aero-allergens. Analysis of pooled data from seven trials showed that most patients who responded to omalizumab therapy did so by the end of 12 weeks.\[[@ref394]\] Therefore, a minimum duration of 12-24 weeks is advisable before judging the therapeutic response. Some experts advocate indefinite therapy with omalizumab as there is some evidence to suggest that cessation of anti-IgE therapy after successful long-term therapy may cause severe asthma exacerbations.\[[@ref395]\] The most common and well-documented adverse effect with omalizumab is injection site reaction. Considering the possibility of increased risk of parasitic infections and malignancy, more data is needed on the safety of long-term therapy with omalizumab before its widespread adoption.

### Recommendations {#sec3-30}

Omalizumab may be considered as an adjunctive therapy to ICS in patients with moderate to severe asthma who have elevated serum IgE levels and a positive skin test to at least one perennial aero-allergen. (1B)

G3. What is the role of bronchial thermoplasty in asthma? {#sec2-98}
---------------------------------------------------------

Bronchial thermoplasty is a procedure that consists of ablation of airway smooth muscle by delivering controlled radiofrequency energy via a catheter introduced into the bronchial tree through a flexible bronchoscope. The role of bronchial thermoplasty in asthma has been studied in randomized controlled trials.\[[@ref396][@ref397][@ref398]\] The AIR trial was a sham-controlled study that included patients on LABA and ICS who worsened after withdrawal of LABA; two other trials (AIR2, RISA) included patients who were symptomatic despite LABA and high-dose ICS and were not sham controlled. The patients included in the study had airway hyper-responsiveness to methacholine and a pre-bronchodilator FEV~1~ ≥ 50-60%. Although AIR2 demonstrated improvement in quality of life with a reduction in severe exacerbations and healthcare use after the treatment, the trial suffered from several methodological flaws.\[[@ref399]\] A Cochrane review of the trials found only modest clinical benefit in quality of life and lower rates of asthma exacerbation, but no significant difference in asthma control scores.\[[@ref400]\] Further, these studies excluded patients who had refractory and relatively more severe form of asthma. Therefore, the results of these trials cannot be extrapolated to this subset of patients for whom this costly treatment is being marketed.\[[@ref399]\] Also, bronchial thermoplasty can itself lead to an increased risk of exacerbations during the treatment period.

### Recommendation {#sec3-31}

As of now, good quality evidence is lacking for recommending bronchial thermoplasty in the routine management of bronchial asthma. (2A)

G4. What is the role of immunotherapy in asthma? {#sec2-99}
------------------------------------------------

A systematic review has shown that the use of subcutaneous immunotherapy (SCIT) with a single allergen extract decreases asthma symptom scores, asthma medication use and bronchial hyperreactivity.\[[@ref401]\] Most of these studies were performed in patients with mild to moderate asthma having evidence of allergy to one or few antigens. However, the magnitude of benefit appears to be only modest with treatment effects comparable to those observed with inhaled bronchodilators and cromones, and lesser than that of low-dose ICS.\[[@ref402][@ref403]\] Evidence comparing the efficacy of immunotherapy with single allergen versus immunotherapy with multiple allergen is scarce. No good-quality large-scale study has demonstrated a benefit in validated asthma scores or medication use with SCIT using multiple allergens.\[[@ref401][@ref404][@ref405]\] Evidence to support sublingual immunotherapy (SLIT) in asthma is even weaker.\[[@ref406]\] A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial with SLIT comparing monotherapy versus multi-allergen extract found no significant differences in medication or symptom scores in either treatment group compared with placebo.\[[@ref407]\] Sublingual and subcutaneous multiple allergen immunotherapy in poly-sensitized patients' needs more supporting evidence to corroborate its efficacy in practice.\[[@ref404]\] Analysis of safety data indicates that systemic reactions are more common in asthmatics as compared to patients with other allergic diseases, and fatalities are more common among patients with severe or poorly controlled asthma.\[[@ref408][@ref409]\] Limited evidence however suggests SLIT to be safer than SCIT.\[[@ref408]\]

### Recommendations {#sec3-32}

Single allergen immunotherapy may provide a modest benefit to patients with mild-to-moderate asthma with demonstrable skin allergy to that antigen. (2B)Multiple allergen immunotherapy cannot be recommended at the moment based on currently available evidence. (2A)Immunotherapy carries the risk of severe reactions which can be life-threatening. Therefore, it should be practiced only by well-trained personnel in centers experienced in performing the technique. (3A)Immunotherapy should not be used in patients with severe or poorly controlled asthma, and in patients with FEV~1~ \<70% because of significantly higher risk of fatal reactions. (3A)

G5. What is the role of patient education in asthma? {#sec2-100}
----------------------------------------------------

Patient education when used alone does not improve health outcomes in asthma\[[@ref410]\] However, when used as part of an optimal self-management plan (along with self-monitoring of symptoms or peak expiratory flow, regular physician review and self-management using a written asthma action plan) it significantly contributes to reduction in asthma-related hospitalizations and other adverse health outcomes.\[[@ref411]\]

### Recommendation {#sec3-33}

Optimal self-management which involves a combination of patient education, self-monitoring, regular physician review, and self-management using a written asthma action plan is strongly recommended in the management of asthma. (1A)

G6. What is the role of pulmonary rehabilitation in asthma? {#sec2-101}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Pulmonary rehabilitation in asthmatic patients may provide additional important benefits such as improvement in exercise capacity and dyspnea, and might help in improving quality of life.\[[@ref412][@ref413]\] A meta-analysis of 21 RCTs found that physical training in asthmatics produced significant improvement in cardiopulmonary fitness as measured by maximal oxygen consumption (VO~2~ max); however there was no significant benefit in maximal ventilation at peak exercise (VEmax), FEV~1~, FVC or PEF.\[[@ref413]\] Although most of the studies in this meta-analysis suggested an improvement in asthma symptoms and quality of life, the results could not be pooled due to heterogeneity between the included studies. There was also an insignificant increase in 6MWD in one included study.

### Recommendations {#sec3-34}

Pulmonary rehabilitation therapy in asthmatics produces significant improvement in exercise capacity. (2A)Pulmonary rehabilitation therapy in asthmatics improves asthma symptoms and quality of life. (3A)

G7. What is the role of vaccination in the prevention of asthma exacerbations? {#sec2-102}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No good quality studies have examined the role of pneumococcal or influenza vaccination in preventing asthma exacerbations in adults. The limited available evidence does not suggest a reduction in asthma exacerbations after influenza vaccination in asthmatics of any age group.\[[@ref414]\] However, pneumococcal vaccine might decrease asthma exacerbations in asthmatic children who are prone to recurrent otitis media.\[[@ref415]\] No data is available on the role of pneumococcal vaccination in asthmatic adults.

### Recommendation {#sec3-35}

Current evidence is insufficient to routinely recommend influenza or pneumococcal vaccination for patients with asthma. (3A)

G8. What is the role of antibiotics in the prevention of asthma exacerbations? {#sec2-103}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In a randomized controlled trial that compared therapy with thrice-weekly low-dose azithromycin (250 mg) for 6 months against placebo in subjects with exacerbation-prone severe asthma, azithromycin did not reduce the number of exacerbations or the number of lower respiratory tract infections requiring antibiotic therapy.\[[@ref416]\] Moreover, azithromycin use was associated with increased oropharyngeal carriage of macrolide-resistant streptococci.

### Recommendation {#sec3-36}

Available evidence does not suggest a role for antibiotics in the prevention of asthma exacerbations. (2A)

G9. What is the management of asthma in the following special situations? {#sec2-104}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Asthma and pregnancy:** The prevalence of asthma during pregnancy is approximately 4-8%.\[[@ref417]\] Among pregnant asthmatics, approximately one third of women have worsening disease, one-third show improvement, and the remaining one-third show no change in disease severity.\[[@ref418]\] Poorly controlled asthma during pregnancy can have numerous adverse consequences, both for the mother (pre-eclampsia, placenta previa, need for caesarian delivery) and the fetus (preterm delivery, post-term delivery, low birth weight, congenital anomalies, increased infant mortality).\[[@ref419][@ref420]\] If asthma is adequately managed during pregnancy, pregnancy outcomes in these women are largely similar to non-asthmatics.\[[@ref421]\] Exacerbations requiring medical intervention occur in about 20%, and exacerbations requiring hospitalization occur in about 6% of pregnant asthmatics. Most of these exacerbations occur in the late second trimester. Pregnant asthmatics experiencing exacerbations are at a significantly higher risk of having a low birth weight baby.\[[@ref422]\]

Available evidence suggests that the effect of most commonly used asthma medications on pregnancy outcomes is negligible.\[[@ref423][@ref424][@ref425][@ref426]\] Use of theophyllines can be associated with increased risk of preterm delivery.\[[@ref427]\] Oral steroids may also be associated with an increased risk of pre-eclampsia, gestational diabetes and cleft palate.\[[@ref420][@ref425][@ref428][@ref429]\] However, this data is confounded by the fact that patients on these drugs also had more severe asthma.

Asthma during lactation should be managed similar to asthma during pregnancy. Prednisone, theophylline, antihistamines, ICS, beta-2 agonist, and cromolyn are not contraindicated during breastfeeding. However, maternal use of theophylline may cause irritability in sensitive infants.\[[@ref428][@ref430]\]

### Recommendations {#sec3-37}

Poorly controlled asthma and asthma exacerbations are associated with adverse pregnancy outcomes while well-controlled asthma is associated with normal pregnancy outcomes. (2A)Most medications used for asthma have negligible effects on the fetus. (3A)Adequate asthma control in pregnancy should be attempted with routinely available asthma medications as in the non-pregnant state (including systemic steroids whenever indicated). (3A)Asthma during lactation should be managed similar to asthma during pregnancy.(3A)Caution should be exercised while using theophyllines during pregnancy and lactation. (3A)

**Exercise-induced asthma:** Exercise-induced bronchoconstriction/exercise-induced asthma (EIB/EIA) has been defined as a fall in FEV~1~ of 10% or greater on an exercise challenge test (4-6 min of exercise at near-maximum targets with a total duration of exercise of 6-8 min).\[[@ref431][@ref432]\] Pretreatment with any one of the bronchodilator agents (SABA, SAMA, LABA) or anti-inflammatory agents (LTRA, mast cell stabilizers, but not ICS) has been shown to be effective in preventing EIA.\[[@ref431][@ref433]\] Daily use of ICS, LTRA or LABA has also been shown to decrease the fall in FEV~1~ associated with exercise.\[[@ref434]\] However, regular use of LABA can induce tachyphylaxis and may be associated with increased mortality (when used without ICS).\[[@ref61][@ref431]\]

### Recommendation {#sec3-38}

Pretreatment with bronchodilator agents (SABA, SAMA, and LABA) as well as anti-inflammatory agents (LTRA but not ICS) is effective in attenuating the fall in FEV~1~ associated with EIA. (2A)Regular use of ICS or LTRAs is effective in prevention of exercise-induced bronchospasm. (2A)Regular use of LABA as prophylaxis for EIA should be avoided as long-term regular administration of LABA induces tolerance and may cause increase in adverse effects. (2A)

**Aspirin-induced asthma (AIA):** Aspirin-induced asthma occurs because of the inhibition of the enzyme cyclo-oxygenase 1 (COX-1) by aspirin and other similar non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) which can cross-react with aspirin.\[[@ref435]\] The diagnosis of AIA can be established by oral, nasal or bronchial challenge testing with aspirin in patients with a suggestive history.\[[@ref438][@ref439][@ref440]\] However, such testing is potentially dangerous as it can produce life-threatening complications. COX-2 inhibitors have been shown to be safe in AIA in numerous studies.\[[@ref441][@ref442][@ref443][@ref444]\] Oral challenge testing studies have shown that paracetamol in doses less than 1000 mg appears to be relatively safe in these patients.\[[@ref445]\] Although cross-reaction tends to occur at higher doses, most of the reactions usually consist of mild bronchospasm and naso-ocular reactions.\[[@ref445]\] Limited evidence also suggests that the chronic administration of aspirin following desensitization may improve symptoms of asthma and rhinosinusitis and may reduce the need for OCS and nasal surgeries.\[[@ref446][@ref447]\] However, chronic therapy with aspirin may be associated with gastritis. LTRAs like montelukast improve control of asthma in AIA when added to ICS therapy.\[[@ref448]\] However, existing evidence is insufficient to suggest a separate line of management for asthma in AIA compared to allergic asthma.

### Recommendation {#sec3-39}

Patients with AIA should avoid all NSAIDs which can inhibit the enzyme cyclo-oxygenase 1 (COX-1). (3A)COX-2 inhibitors can be safely used in patients with AIA. (3A)Patients with AIA can have cross-reactions to paracetamol (esp. in doses ≥1000 mg); however, these reactions tend to be mild. (3A)Aspirin desensitization may be useful in selected subjects with AIA. (3A)There is no sufficient evidence to suggest that the management of AIA should be different from that of allergic asthma apart from avoidance of NSAIDs.(UPP)

**Occupational Asthma:** Occupational asthma is defined as new onset asthma symptoms or definite worsening of previously quiescent asthma after employment, along with presence of history of occupational exposure to known or suspected sensitizing agents. In view of the enormity of its economic impact, the diagnosis of occupational asthma should be supported by objective criteria and should not be made on the basis of history alone. A meta-analysis of 21 trials has shown that both removal and reduction of exposure appear to be effective in occupational asthma.\[[@ref449]\] In this meta-analysis, both removal and reduction of exposure increased the likelihood of reporting absence of asthma symptoms; however, only removal of exposure was associated with an improvement in FEV~1~. However, removal of exposure was associated with a higher risk of unemployment.

### Recommendation {#sec3-40}

Both removal of exposure and reduction of exposure improve symptoms of occupational asthma. Removal of exposure appears to be better than reduction of exposure. However, this should be considered against a background of increased risk of unemployment with the former. (2A)

**Allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis (ABPA):** ABPA is an allergic pulmonary disorder caused by hypersensitivity to the fungus *Aspergillus fumigatus*, and clinically manifests as chronic asthma, recurrent pulmonary infiltrates, and bronchiectasis.\[[@ref130]\] The prevalence of ABPA is speculated to be about 2.5% in the general population,\[[@ref450]\] while the prevalence in asthma clinics is about 12.9%.\[[@ref385]\] With increasing knowledge of this disorder the number of cases diagnosed may continue to rise.\[[@ref451]\] Evidence from cohort studies suggests that long-term steroids may help in symptom control and prevent relapses.\[[@ref452][@ref453]\] Hence, it appears prudent to evaluate patients with difficult-to-treat asthma for evaluation of ABPA.
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